
the heat is on
n e next energy hot spots make the move to the front burner. 

Where’s the next energy hot spot? Could you—in 10
minutes or less—make a compelling case for why

it should be your country? It would certainly be a chal-
lenge but a possible one as representatives from six coun-
tries demonstrated during Monday aernoon’s OTC
2015 Active Arena panel discussion on “e Next Energy
Hot Spots.” Panel moderators Doreen Chin of Shell E&P
Co. and Sandeep Khurana of Granherne Inc. led panel
participants from Brazil, Canada, Indonesia, Mexico, the
U.S. and Vietnam through the discussion that answered
the questions of why, what, how and more. 

Brazil, which has been an industry darling for many
years now, was launched into the oil and gas spotlight
with its legendary presalt resources. João De Luca, pres-
ident of the Brazilian Petroleum, Gas and Biofuels Insti-
tute (IBP), was the panel’s first presenter and noted that
the country has many advantages and a few challenges.
e country, with “about 3 MM sq km [1.16 MM sq
miles] of potential exploration area” and which is rich in
resources, continues to provide plenty of opportunities
for success, he said. e Santos Basin presalt cluster area
is the most successful current play in the world, he added,

noting that the basin’s largest presalt discovery, the Libra
Field, has 8 Bboe to 12 Bboe in potential reserves. 

Murray Coolican, deputy minister of energy for the
province of Nova Scotia, noted that North America has a

By JEnnIfER PRESLEy

By John ShEEhAn

Brazil’s 13th licensing round will kick off in Oc-
tober, Eduardo Braga, the country’s minister

of energy and mining told delegates at OTC’s top-
ical luncheon “Brazilian Offshore Industry: the
New Government Guidelines, Drivers and Per-
spectives” on Monday afternoon. He said the li-
censing round under the concession model will
include 269 onshore and offshore blocks going
under the hammer. 

The blocks are a mixture of mature plays, new
frontiers and high-potential basins. In the offshore
areas, 10 blocks will be offered in the Sergipe/
Alagoas Basin, four in the Jacuipe Basin and nine
in the Camamu-Almada Basin. There also will be
seven blocks offered in the Espirito Santo Basin,
three in the Campos Basin and 51 in the new fron-
tier Pelotas Basin. The remainder of the blocks will
be onshore.

“We would like to invite all companies to bid for
the 269 onshore and offshore areas in the bid round
launching in October 2015,” Braga said. “ey have
very large potential.”

He also said that Brazil hoped to be able to estab-
lish a second bid round under the production-shar-
ing model between 2016 and 2017, and the blocks are
currently being “carefully” selected for the round in
the presalt of the Campos and Santos basins.

“The Brazilian oil sector offers a good opportu-
nity to invest, and there are already 110 companies
working in exploration and production of oil,”
Braga said. “The three biggest discoveries made in
the last 10 years have been in Brazil at Lula, Libra
and Buzios.”

He highlighted the size of opportunities available
in the country and said that currently 20% of the
world’s FPSO vessels are operating in Brazil, while
46% of FPSO vessels and platforms currently under
construction are destined for the country.

“Some 40 new FPSO [vessels] will be operating
in Brazil in a few years’ time, [including] 24 in the

slumping prices No 
Deterrent to optimism
n Mexico, the U.S. and Canada offer plenty of opportunity.

What North America giveth, North America taketh
away. As the global energy industry grapples with

low prices, it need look no farther than North America,
and the U.S. specifically, to find a reason for the 55% drop
in prices since last July. e shale revolution has posi-
tioned the U.S. as the top oil and gas producer in the
world, and the increase in supply, coupled with tepid de-
mand, has sent prices plummeting.

is sobering situation was the topic of Tuesday’s
Global Energy Outlook session “North America: Chal-
lenges and Opportunities,” in which the panel brought

together a variety of oil company and government rep-
resentatives to look at the current state of the industry in
this country and discuss opportunities for the future.

As he introduced the session, Gamal Hassan, CEO of
ADH International, said that of the issues that keep in-
dustry leaders up at night, energy prices have surpassed
climate change as the number one concern. “We’re living
in an era of unprecedented uncertainty,” Hassan said.
“Critical decisions are made more complex by the econ-
omy and the challenges it brings.”

Representing Mexico, Gustavo Hernandez-Garcia, di-
rector general of Pemex, commented on the challenges

Brazil’s 13th 
Licensing
Round Set
n Blocks offered target both mature
plays and new frontiers. 

See hot spots

continued on page 29

See outlook continued on page 30

See brazil continued on page 29
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Ambassador Pham Quang Vinh shared his insights into

why Vietnam is the next energy hot spot during Mon-

day’s Active Arena panel session. (Photos courtesy of

CorporateEventImages.com)
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Wednesday, May 6
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ...................................Registration

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................topical/Industry/Ethics Breakfasts

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................university R&d Showcase  

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ...................................Exhibition

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................technical Sessions
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12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................topical Luncheons

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................technical Sessions

4 p.m. to 6 p.m. ........................................Subsurface Integration:

Where Engineering and Geoscience Meet 

networking Event

6 p.m. to 8 p.m. ........................................otC Appreciation Concert 

(doors open at 5:30 p.m.)
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8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m................................Energy Education Institute:
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9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................Exhibition

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................university R&d Showcase 

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................technical Sessions

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster Session

12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................topical Luncheons

1 p.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................Professional development Session: how to Start

your own Business

2 p.m. to 4 p.m. ........................................Professional development Session: networking

Effectively to Build Beneficial Relationships

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................technical Sessions

4 p.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................otC Closing Reception

Friday, May 8
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................new Event: d5 at the university of houston

All events in conjunction with otC 2015 will be held at nRG Park in houston, unless 
noted otherwise.
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on Monday during OTC 2015, Brazil’s Minister of Mining
and Energy Eduardo Braga invited the industry to Rio de

Janeiro for the third edition of OTC Brasil scheduled for Oct.
27 to 29, 2015, coinciding with the country’s 13th oil and gas
licensing round. He was joined by OTC Chairman Ed Stokes
and Jorge Camargo and Milton Costa Filho from Instituto
Brasileiro do Petróleo (IBP), which is jointly organizing the
event with OTC.

“In 1969, OTC was founded by 12 engineering and scientific
organizations in response to the growing technological needs for
offshore exploration and development,” Stokes said. “Today,
OTC has expanded to offer four events in the most prestigious
energy hubs around the world—events that are tailored to each
region’s unique technological and economic needs. OTC Brasil
2015 will further discover solutions to the most pressing opera-
tional deepwater challenges.”

e program committee has received 550 paper abstracts from
34 countries. is year’s event also will feature the OTC Spotlight
on New Technology Awards program and Distinguished
Achievement Awards programs for the first time.

Camargo, president of IBP, highlighted features of the event,

which will include 39 technical sessions and more than 10
panel sessions on topics like exploration, flow assurance, top
sides and more. And of course, there’s one more draw: loca-
tion, location, location.

“Rio de Janeiro will justify going to Brazil,” Camargo said. “It’s
a fantastic city.” n

otC brasil to Focus on region’s
unique technology, Economic Needs 

Left to right: Milton Costa filho of IBP, otC Chairman Ed

Stokes, Brazil’s Minister of Energy and Mining Eduardo Braga,

and Jorge Camargo of IBP pose for a photo during the press

conference for the otC Brasil event at otC on Monday.

(Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)

By BEthAny fARnSWoRth



While LNG exports continue to make headlines in
markets around the world, the action isn’t rele-

gated only to onshore plants built on the coasts of several
countries. Technology advancements have opened up the
action to offshore operators as floating LNG (FLNG) is
beginning to make waves in the industry.

“[FLNG] is a means of developing fields that would
have been too costly or too economically difficult to pro-
duce,” said Bruce Steenson, general manager of programs
and innovation for Shell International, which is develop-
ing the Prelude FLNG project that will operate for the

next 50 years offshore northwest Australia.
Steenson was one of several speakers during the

OTC technical session “Offshore LNG/CNG: Technol-
ogy, Risks and Potential.” He told the audience that
Prelude FLNG is another example of the continuous
innovation of LNG technology, and it is a complement
to the onshore LNG plants already developed and
soon-to-come online. 

“It won’t replace onshore LNG,” he said. 
Shell went ahead with its final investment decision in

Prelude, the first for an FLNG project, for many reasons,
he said. “ere is no single bullet,” he said. 

He pointed to the rapidly growing world population,
particularly the fact that “hundreds of millions of people

will be moving out of poverty and into the middle class”
in urban populations in Asia. “ere will be a doubling
of energy consumption in that area from 2000 to 2050,”
he said.

He also noted the push for cleaner energy, which
will further increase demand for natural gas around
the world. “Renewable energy will play a role, but
we’ll still need cleaner fossil fuels for the foreseeable
future,” he said. 

Steenson said that while FLNG has been an idea in the
works for a long time, the merger of growing demand
and technology advancements has now made it feasible.
e current Prelude project is being built using a com-
bination of the best of subsea and marine architecture

and operations put into an optimized
FLNG facility, he said.

“e key components for FLNG devel-
opment are the subsea systems,” Steenson
said. “Many of the technologies used have
already been used successfully onshore, but
they’ve been expanded or modified in
order for the processes such as the liquefac-
tion and offloading to occur.”

Meanwhile, another offshore natural
gas technology possibly starting to gain
traction is floating condensed natural
gas (CNG). Like FLNG, CNG is de-
signed to unlock stranded natural gas in
offshore areas previously too costly or
difficult to access. “It’s effectively a vir-
tual pipeline,” said Scott Davies, an en-
gineer with Calgary-based Sea NG
Corp., which is trying to bring floating
CNG to market. “It’s a new option for
those areas that are too far away from
land to make building a pipeline cost ef-
fective or where the volume of the field
is too small that it makes it difficult to
justify the investment. It opens a new
gamut of possibilities.”

Speaking at the same session as Steenson,
Davies said that the missing link in bring-
ing the floating CNG to fruition has always
been getting CNG ships on the water.
“What [Sea NG] is trying to do is bring
floating CNG tankers to the market,”
Davies said. “What this enables us to do is
to use conventional, already-in-operation
technology to produce and export natural
gas using CNG ships.”

He said that the company has identified
fields around the globe that were previously
thought to be unmarketable, which the
CNG tankers could open up. “e new
technology redefines the scope of what is
considered ‘stranded,’” he said.

He also said that the new container ship
design will help change the perception that
floating CNG is a high-cost endeavor that
isn’t worth the investment. 

e first marine CNG vessel is being
constructed in Indonesia.  n

FlNG, CNG options open up offshore opportunities
n FLNG and CNG technologies are designed to reach those areas previously deemed too costly and 
difficult to produce.

By LEn VERMILLIon
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atC 2016

Plan now to attend the Arctic

technology Conference (AtC)

2016, an otC event, in 

newfoundland and Labrador, 

october 24 to 26, 2016.



despite some capex reductions, deepwater E&P will
play a significant role in meeting global energy de-

mand well into the future, Bob Fryklund at IHS told oil
and gas professionals at Monday’s OTC luncheon “Deep-
water Exploration: a View Forward.”

“For the last couple of years, we’ve been
fixated mostly on shale,” Fryklund said. “In
some places, we say we have shale fever,
but deepwater still has a very important
role to play.”

By 2040, the industry will need to
bring 50 MMbbl/d into production to
keep up with demand and to make up
for decline of existing reserves, Fryk-
lund said. 

“We already have some of that in sight
in fields that are under development or
under appraisal,” he said. “But we need
30 million barrels a day of yet-to-find
liquids. What we have on our charts now
is developments that have been sanc-
tioned. They will make up about a third
of our requirements for future produc-
tion, but there are more prospects in the
inventory. Most of them will survive
even at today’s prices. I know most of
you are pricing these out at $60 to $70 a
barrel for the next five to seven years
out. That creates a fairly bright picture
for the first 10 billion of our remaining
needs, but where are we going to find
the next bunch?”

e industry needs to think about what
to do for the long term, Fryklund said. 

“Let me add that the Gulf of Mexico
also has a substantial role to play. The
Gulf of Mexico—particularly in the Ter-
tiary and the Miocene—is feeding the
pipelines. This play contributes a much
smaller number—about one-fifth of that
10 million—but it’s still positioned to
grow and there are new plays, particularly
the Jurassic, that are just beginning to un-
fold. Some of the projects are under attack
right now because of the down cycle, but
operators are starting to think more long
term, even looking at breakeven [prices]
of less than $60,” he said.

“When we look at some of the compa-
nies and look at the unsanctioned projects
going out to 2030, you can see that at $60
a barrel, it’s still a broad portfolio. If you
look at the band of projects that fall be-
tween breakevens of $60 to $80, that’s what
most everyone is focusing on,” he contin-
ued. “Many governments are looking at
price and breakeven graphs and thinking
that maybe it’s time to adjust their terms.
We’re seeing that now in places like
Colombia and Mexico.”

e industry also is going through a pe-
riod of changes in structure, Fryklund said. 

“International operators, which are
predominantly the ones involved in
deepwater, are cutting their capex, but
the cuts range in amount, depending on

the size of the operator,” Fryk-
lund said. “Exxon Mobil is only
cutting its capex by about 12%.
Those that are a little bit
smaller are cutting theirs by
about 20%.We’re seeing seg-
mentation occurring within the
industry that’s driven very
much by asset class. Whether
you’re in deepwater, unconven-
tionals or heavy oil sands, we’re
seeing a separation based on
asset size. We’re also seeing a
change, at least in North Amer-
ica, in the way people are
thinking. If you think of inde-
pendents, they’ve always been
focused on growth. What we’re
seeing in North America now is
that growth at risk. Now that
model is being questioned.” n

Deepwater Will 
Continue 
to be Needed
n Demand for oil will make it a 
significant player in both the near 
and long term. 

By ELdon BALL
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IhS’ Bob fryklund spoke at Monday’s otC luncheon “deepwater Exploration:

a View forward.” (Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)



With production in water depths greater than 2,744
m (9,000 ), operators already are planning for

water depths beyond that, higher temperatures and pres-
sures, and seabed processing. 

e DeepStar study was the first major evaluation of 13 al-
ternative deepwater floating platforms and riser systems with
dry tree and direct-vertical access (DVA) capability, said Rajiv
Aggarwal, Granherne Inc., during the technical session “Ad-
vances in Deepwater Technology” on May 4 at OTC 2015.

In SPE Paper 26033, which he coauthored, he noted
that the participants in the study provided designs for
three regions—the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), West Africa
and offshore Western Australia—and three water
depths—914.6 m (3,000 ), 1,829 m (6,000 ) and 2,439
m (8,000 ). e designs included semisubmersible-
shaped and hybrid hulls. Tension-leg platforms (TLPs)
and spar hulls were used as baselines for comparison.

Evaluation parameters
e life of the marginal field was 10 years. Reservoirs for
the GoM and West Africa were 40 MMboe to 100

MMboe (oil), requiring six producing wells and three
water-injection wells. Western Australia’s reservoirs were
about 28 Bcm to 85 Bcm (1 Tcf to 3 Tcf) of gas, requiring
six producing wells. Water depths were 4,573 m (15,000
) in the GoM, 1,829 m off West Africa and 2,134 m
(7,000 ) off Western Australia. Topside varied with de-
sign and requirements.

Group I consisted of four-column, semisubmersible-
shaped hulls vs. TLPs. These included a dry-tree design
by Aker Solutions; the OPTI-DRI hull design from
Exmar Offshore; a damper chamber column hull de-
sign by INTECSEA; and a heave-motion and vortex-

induced-motion suppressed hull design
by Technip.

Group II were hybrid designs, which
included the OctaBuoy design by Moss
Maritime; the extendable semisub-
mersible design by FloaTEC; and the free
hanging solid ballast by INTECSEA. 

Group III focused on low-payload, DVA
designs. e design with compliant vertical-
access riser was from Granherne. e OPTI
designs from Exmar were evaluated for DVA.
A three-column MiniFloat-V from Marine
Innovation and Technology also was studied.

Platform conclusions
Comparative assessments and technology
readiness reviews were included in the
study. e project confirmed the feasibility
of both the semisubmersible and hybrid
hull designs as low-cost, dry-tree solutions
for deepwater marginal fields. 

In 914.6-m water depths, TLP designs
are a low-cost option. Offshore Western
Australia semisubmersible hulls with suc-
tion anchors would be a competitive solu-
tion. Novel semisubmersible and hybrid
designs showed increased value for water
greater than 1,524 m (5,000 ).

As Aggarawal pointed out, “Some solu-
tions require more work.” 

Deepwater installation with synthetic fiber
The trend toward ultradeepwater devel-
opment is forcing operators to further
evaluate the use of steel wireline for in-
stallation systems. 

During the same session, Gregor
McPherson of Caley Ocean Systems, in SPE
Paper 26059, said that deploying subsea
processing equipment in deepwater in ex-
cess of 1,500 m (4,920 ) challenges the in-
dustry’s preference for using conventional
steel wire rather than synthetic fibers. 

As the water depth increases, the weight
of the steel cable combined with the weight
of the payload is critical.

At 3,000 m (9,840 ) the weight of a 5-
in. wire rope is about the same as its 170-
ton payload. At 6,000 m (19,685 ), the
capacity of the steel wire is entirely used by
its own weight, thus no payload.

Even though advances in winch design
are useful, the industry needs to develop a
synthetic fiber rope with “steel-like” quali-
ties. Until the advent of steel-like fiber rope,
the industry will continue to design ways
to increase the working depth for conven-
tional steel wire.  n

is article is based on information from
SPE papers 26033 and 26059. 

Cost-effective ultradeepwater 
Development requires innovation
n A DeepStar study focuses on deepwater production systems for marginal fields. A separate investigation studies 
whether synthetic fiber can replace steel wireline in ultradeep water.

By SCott WEEdEn
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the steady build of traffic on the floor during opening
day for the Offshore Technology Conference 2015

reflected a guardedly optimistic view that the industry
is—finally—passing through the worst of the downturn.

Historically, the offshore sector has been less sus-
ceptible to downturns because lead time for projects
can last a decade, but the evidence of a tough business
cycle is there. 

“There has been some deferral in some of the deep-
water projects, but we are most probably in a peak of
tendering for future subsea work,” said Iain Farley,

group global business development director for Expro,
a U.K.-based engineering and manufacturing company. 

“Our particular focus is around enhancing production
and reducing costs. At the end of the day, customers want
greater collaboration, they want us to be smarter, and they
want us to be able to produce more for less,” Farley said.

A majority of Expro’s efforts involve adapting existing
technologies to accelerate production from existing fields

with three-fourths of the company’s rev-
enues originating offshore and about one-
third from deepwater.

Farley said an uptick in subsea bid in-
quiries suggests the industry is preparing
for an upturn. “When that comes, I don’t
know, I’m not going to give you a date, but
we are quite positive things are improving.”

West across the show floor, Brando Bal-
lerini, president of Drillmec Drilling Tech-
nologies, noted that several Latin American
markets remained active. About 85% of the
company’s rig-based business originates in
Central and South America. Many of the
company’s clients include the large national
oil companies or involve large mega-scale
projects onshore.

“e downturn’s effect on us was relatively
modest,” Ballerini said. “ose kinds of big
companies, more than profit, they work for
revenues. So lowering the price of oil in reality
creates an incentive to increase production.”

Ballerini points to high demand in the
Middle East for new rigs. Italy-based
Drillmec just sold four newbuilds to Alge-
ria with an option for three more, and the
company is seeing demand in select Asian
markets such as Indonesia.

Drillmec was demonstrating its Heart of
Drilling package, which provides continu-
ous circulation and manages downhole
pressure during pipe connection by incor-

Guarded optimism ahoy!
n Manufacturing and engineering firms see the first green shoots of activity improvement as the industry 
retools for the future. 

By RIChARd MASon
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Customers are looking for greater capac-

ity mudpump capability to meet demand

for extended reach laterals in tight for-

mation oil and gas plays, says Mike

Borg, director of sales for houston-

based American Block, an engineering

and rig equipment manufacturing com-

pany. American Block recently acquired

Southwest oilfield Products.

Brandon Ballerini, the houston-based president for

Italy’s drillmec Inc., demonstrates an exhibit version

of the company’s automatic pipe make and pressure

management system, nicknamed the heart of drilling.

(Photos courtesy of Richard Mason)

See optiMisM

continued on page 9



According to BP’s Ian Cummings, speaking at the In-
ternational Oil and Gas Producers (IOGP) panel

session at OTC 2015 on Monday, the benefits are obvi-
ous. His company, he said, was found to be spending be-
tween $10 million and $15 million per major project on
essentially recreating procurement specifications.

In one case, the company had two different projects
ordering the same piece of equipment, with
one project team issuing a document with
1,200 pages of specifications, while the
other project issued 800 pages of specifica-
tions, he said. Both were different in terms
of what their specifications were, despite
them being largely similar projects, he said.

Cummings, who is vice president of en-
gineering in BP Upstream’s Global Projects
organization, outlined how the operator
has worked hard to change that process as
well as listening to feedback from its con-
tractors. e benefits of standardizing
more of its specifications on similar proj-
ects are starting to show, he said. 

ese include reduced schedules with
better predictability, a reduction in cost
through removal of inefficiencies in how
equipment is designed and procured,

smaller operator engineering teams with the space to focus
on optimizing the design rather than generating new spec-
ifications, and the removal of preferential engineering.

In the same panel session Chevron Upstream Europe’s
Craig May stressed the industry’s continued need to fur-
ther improve safety. With 45 fatalities across the industry
in 2014, that was a number that “was still way too high,”
he said. Only by working together can the industry de-
velop good practices to reduce the level of fatalities. 

With the IOGP having the largest safety database in

the world, however, it has a key role to play in the
process. Another speaker, Michael Denkl of Schlum-
berger, highlighted “the power of the database.” He
pointed out that the key safety data statistics that the
IOGP has in its possession, with 52 of the organization’s
58 oil company members contributing to the dataset in
2014, are invaluable. “e IOGP data provide a unique
insight into trend analysis that we cannot achieve other-
wise individually,” he said. “We are sharing data and
working together to improve safety.” n
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porating clamps, a manifold and an auto-
matic valve that enables the top drive to
make connections without shutting off
mud flow or reducing pressure. e system
removes direct human contact from a
makeup process that can involve dangerous
kicks, improving safety. Drillmec also is en-
gineering a triples version of its super single
hydraulic land rig and will move forward
with a prototype design over the next year.

Down the aisle and around the corner
from Drillmec, Houston-based American
Block was touting its recent acquisition of
Southwest Oilfield Products. e acquisition
will enhance the traditional engineering
focus of American Block and provide greater
synergies from two long-time oilfield brands.

“ese are exciting times for us,” said
Mike Borg, director of sales. e transition
to horizontal drilling has altered demand
for the company’s product line.

“What we are seeing with customers
right now is they seem to be scavenging the
rigs that are stacked and pulling equipment
off of those rigs rather than coming in for
a new buy. But I’ve seen a little uptick in
our repair and refurbishment side and also
our spare parts side,” Borg said.

American Block is finding opportunity
in the current market by upgrading exist-
ing mud pumps from 1,600 hhp to 2,000
hhp by modifying internal gearing.

“We’ve already started a program replac-
ing mud pumps with 7,500-psi fluid ends for
deeper penetration and more pumping flow
down to the mud motor. We’re engineering
a 10,000-psi model. at’s what people will
look for in the future,” Borg said. n

ioGp panel highlights Need to simplify 
specifications, Continue safety Drive 
n e industry needs to continue its drive to simplify and standardize specifications if it is to drive down
costs and speed up the development of new projects, while also maximizing the massive amount of unique
data it has at its fingertips to further improve safety.

By MARK thoMAS

optiMisM continued from page 8



necessity, they say, is the mother of invention, and so
it goes with Newfoundland and Labrador’s relation-

ship with the sea. e necessity part of the equation
comes from the abundant natural resources that lie off
the province’s shores. Newfoundland and Labrador ac-
counts for the vast majority of Canada’s offshore oil and
gas activity, producing 80% of the nation’s offshore pe-
troleum and one-third of its light crude.

e idea of invention is demonstrated in the three off-
shore projects already under the province’s belt: Hibernia

(first oil in 1997), Terra Nova (first oil in 2002) and White
Rose (first oil in 2005). Hebron (with first oil planned for
2017) will soon make four.

e Hibernia platform was the first of its kind, de-
signed to withstand the impact of a 1 MMtonne iceberg
and the considerable forces of sea ice. Terra Nova
brought about the development of a disconnectable tur-
ret that could be moved out of the way of incoming sea
ice as well as subsea excavations that protect subsea
equipment from iceberg scour. e soon-to-be opera-
tional Hebron platform will become one of the world’s
biggest floatover operations. 

A mighty cluster of ocean technology companies, re-
search facilities and educational institutions has emerged

over the years to support the province’s off-
shore industry. Today, Newfoundland and
Labrador is known worldwide for its expert-
ise in ice surveillance and management; un-
derwater vehicle technology; marine
simulation; geotechnical, ocean and envi-
ronmental engineering; marine meteoro-
logical services; safety and training; and
much more. 

Memorial University is a center of ocean
technology, naval architecture and harsh-en-
vironment engineering. It is also home to the
Fisheries and Marine Institute and the
largest suite of marine simulation technol-
ogy in North America, if not the world, at its
Centre for Marine Simulation. e National
Research Council is Canada’s premier re-
search and technology organization, using
the world’s longest ice tank along with nu-
merical models to test marine vessels and
structures for the world’s harshest environ-
ments. e Centre for Cold Ocean Research
and Engineering is world renowned for its
knowledge and expertise in developing tech-
niques to mitigate risk through ice manage-
ment and remote sensing. 

Beyond this, Newfoundland and
Labrador’s ocean technology cluster features
an abundance of dynamic businesses that
are producing some of the most advanced
technologies in the world, including high-
quality, underwater cameras; 3-D imaging
and mapping; synthetic aperture sonar;
simulation; satellite ice surveillance and
mapping; and remote sensor technology.

“e environment we have here has a
lot of the same characteristics as the Arctic,
and we’re in a perfect proving ground for
the technologies needed to move oil and
gas development into the Arctic,” said Bob
Cadigan, president and CEO of the New-
foundland and Labrador Oil and Gas In-
dustries Association.

New opportunities are emerging in the
shape of immense untapped resources to
the north. ere are 1,670 Tcf of natural
gas, 44 Bbbl of NGL and 90 Bbbl of oil yet
to be discovered in Arctic waters, according
to the 2008 U.S. Geological Survey findings.
As the world looks increasingly to the
north, Newfoundland and Labrador is ide-
ally positioned to play a key role in future
Arctic exploration and development. 

at is one reason St. John’s was chosen as
the first North American location to host the
Arctic Technology Conference outside of
Houston. Discover all that Newfoundland
and Labrador has to offer in opening the new
frontier. Visit the OTC Arctic Technology
Conference from Oct. 24 to 26, 2016.  n

rising to the Challenge
n Newfoundland and Labrador, home to the 2016 Arctic Technology Conference, has the experience and 
expertise to lead oil and gas development in the Arctic.

ContRIButEd By thE GoVERnMEnt of 
nEWfoundLAnd And LABRAdoR

Supply vessels dock in a harbor in St. John’s, new-

foundland and Labrador. (Photo courtesy of the Gov-

ernment of newfoundland and Labrador)
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the current downturn in oil prices brings new chal-
lenges to both operators and service providers, but

both agreed in a panel discussion Tuesday morning
that it presents opportunities for changes and improve-
ment as well. 

Matt McCarroll, president and
CEO of Fieldwood Energy, and
Tom Teipner, vice president,
North America Offshore, for
Schlumberger spoke at the OTC
breakfast “Living
the Low Oil Price
Environment.”

“In this low oil
price environment,

we want to maintain flexibility and liq-
uidity,” McCarroll said. “We’ve gone from
eight drilling rigs to one currently work-
ing. We have no long-term drilling con-
tracts. As a private company, we’re not
worried about what Wall Street thinks
our production volumes should be. We’re
deferring capital projects, but all the proj-
ects we’re deferring are on our existing
acreage. We’re not losing any of those op-
portunities. We’re going to produce
enough oil and gas this year to be cash
flow positive.”

Teipner said that the current price en-
vironment invites adopting new ways of
approaching projects and new ways of
integrating service providers into proj-
ects at an earlier stage to avoid issue
down the road. 

“e integrated service company price
structure is not the cause of higher operat-
ing costs in offshore operations,” Teipner
said. “It’s hard to control costs in deepwater
because what we are trying to achieve is in-
herently very difficult, especially in the
deepwater Gulf of Mexico. We’re pushing
boundaries every day.”

e true source of cost escalation is not
supplier pricing but instead complexity,
regulatory burden, design inefficiencies
“and, specifically in deepwater, the occa-
sional train wreck that results in dramatic
overspending,” Teipner said.

“How should we, the service industry,
react to these challenges, and how
should companies like Schlumberger
help solve the fundamental efficiency
and cost challenges?” Teipner asked.
“We have found that the most effective
way to have this level of impact is
through better early collaboration and
engagement with our customers.”

McCarroll said that Fieldwood consid-
ers the current downturn an opportunity
for acquisitions. 

“We’re going to take all our excess cash
that we’re not spending on near-term
capital and we’re going to look for acqui-
sitions,” McCarroll said. “We’re going to
focus on our highest quality and highest
return projects. We’ll do about 100 com-
pletions on existing wells this year. And
we’ll drill probably 20% fewer wells than
we drilled last year. We’re prepared for
what we believe will be a favorable ac-
quisition market in the Gulf of Mexico.

There’s been over $30 billion of
oil and gas asset company trans-
actions in the Gulf of Mexico in
the last 30 months. We don’t
think that’s going to change.
Once prices settle out, which I
think is happening, we think
we’ll see a lot more consolidation
opportunities. We want to be in
a position to take advantage 
of those.”

McCarroll said that Fieldwood is continually looking
for ways to do things better. 

“If there’s a situation where we think we can do
something better or do something differently, we’ll do
that,” McCarroll said. “We just bought our own P&A
[plugging and abandonment] company. We looked at
plugging and abandonment as a service, and we
thought it wasn’t being provided in the manner that we
thought it should be. We were able to buy assets of a
service company. We’re crewing our own crews. We
like to look at it as an all-star team of P&A. We’ve hired
60 people in the last two days. In the next 10 days we’re
going to have eight P&A spreads working for the com-
pany. We think we’re going to [be] a lot more efficient
and save a lot of money.” n

low-price Environment brings Challenges 
as well as opportunities
n Operator and service provider see chances for positive change during downturn.

By ELdon BALL
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twenty years ago, OTC attendees faced difficult
choices when it came to drilling: ROP or accu-

racy? Move the rig to drill more wells, or forfeit addi-
tional reserves? Try to stay in a thin pay zone, or
abandon it as uneconomic? Then everything changed
in 1997, the year Baker Hughes introduced AutoTrak,
the industry’s first fully automated rotary steerable
system (RSS). 

The AutoTrak system brought operators the tech-
nology they needed to build better wells—offshore at

first, then in conventional and unconven-
tional onshore wells. OTC 2015 marks the
celebration of 30,400 km (18,939 miles)
drilled with AutoTrak systems and with it,
many other innovations in drilling technol-
ogy that have transformed well construction
and made possible the economic develop-
ment of challenging plays ranging from
deepwater to unconventional.

Gaining directional control
One of the first benefits operators realized
from using the AutoTrak system was im-

proved directional control. The system’s
ability to precisely and continuously con-
trol its azimuth and inclination by adjust-
ing the force generated by the steering
pads meant that it could drill well profiles
that were previously deemed impossible. 

One such well in the U.K. North Sea
Captain Field needed to access a reservoir
target located directly beneath the plat-
form at a true vertical depth (TVD) of
1,010 m (3,030 ft). 

Because of existing wells surrounding the
platform, the well path would need to be
away from the platform to reach this depth
and the desired inclination. en the oper-
ator would need to turn the well path 255
degrees with a continuous 5-degree/30-m
(100-) dogleg severity (DLS) of more than
1,667 m (5,000 ) to enter the reservoir
from the north.

Using the AutoTrak system, this highly
challenging well was drilled precisely to
plan. e final well path was very close to
planned trajectory and had a mean depth-
(MD) TVD ratio of more than 4:1, making
this one of the most directionally complex
wells ever drilled.

Enhancing reservoir navigation
Another way that the AutoTrak system
and other RSS tools impacted the industry
was by transforming reservoir navigation
from a concept to an everyday drilling
technique. Integrating advanced LWD
measurements into the system made it
possible to continuously adjust the well
path based on those measurements. 

In the North Sea’s Troll Field, the Au-
toTrak systems enabled complex wells to
be drilled to target and precisely steered
through the optimum pay, increasing
production per well and asset value. One
of the best examples was the Starfish
well. Using the AutoTrak system, the op-
erator drilled a highly complex well with
five laterals. The pay was an extremely
thin target that required the wellbore to
be precisely positioned within about 0.5
m (1.5 ft) of the oil-water contact to
avoid gas coning. The system stayed
within the tight window while navigat-
ing more than 13,411 m (44,000 ft) of

From revolution to Evolution: innovations 
in Drilling technology
n Fully automated RSS improves directional control and lowers opex.

ContRIButEd By BAKER huGhES
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the Autotrak Curve RSS provides better

drilling economics, exact wellbore place-

ment and faster drilling in unconventional

plays. (Image courtesy of Baker hughes)



boost for Goliat’s oil spill Detection 

Capabilities

International oil spill player Aptomar has entered into a
service agreement with Norway-based maritime elec-
tronics company O.M. Rønning Skipselektronikk
(OMRS) to further enhance oil spill detection and com-
bating capabilities at Eni Norge’s Goliat Field.

Under the contract, OMRS will provide
services and support for the systems and prod-
ucts that Aptomar uses at Eni’s Goliat Field.
e contract also is valid for other Aptomar
systems, both in Norway and internationally.

Goliat is the first floating production field
development in the harsh environments of
the Barents Sea. In response to this, Aptomar
and Eni have created a holistic emergency re-
sponse management system, focusing on
rapid detection and controlled combating of
a spill, in addition to protecting the safety
and integrity of both personnel and assets
onboard and around the FPSO vessel.

bG Group produces First 

oil from knarr Field 

offshore Norway

In March, BG Group announced the Petro-
jarl Knarr FPSO vessel had started produc-
tion from the Knarr oil field in the North
Sea, offshore Norway.

e FPSO vessel has been leased from
Teekay Corp. and is moored about 120 km
(7 miles) off the Norwegian coast. It has a
production capacity of 63 Mboe/d and a
storage capacity of 800,000 bbl.

e Knarr Field, discovered in 2008, has
estimated gross recoverable reserves of
about 80 MMboe with a production life of
at least 10 years. In 2011, the Knarr Field
was merged with the Knarr West Field into
an integrated development. New explo-
ration drilling in the license area is ongoing
to help extend the production life further.

BG Group is the operator of the field with
a 45% working interest. Partners include
Idemitsu Petroleum Norge (25%), Winter-
shall Norge (20%) and DEA Norge AS (10%). 

Ceona Wins Deepwater GoM 

Contract with bennu

Ceona won a new deepwater contract with
Houston-based Bennu Oil & Gas LLC in the
Gulf of Mexico (GoM) on their Mirage Field.
is contract comes aer a first contract was
awarded and completed last year for opera-
tions on their deepwater Clipper Field.

e agreement will see Ceona deploy its
newest vessel, the Ceona Amazon, to install
a flexible flowline of about 3.8 km (2.4
miles) and an umbilical of about 4.2 km (2.6
miles) from Bennu’s Mirage well location,
which is located in Block 941 of the Missis-
sippi Canyon Field. Each will be tied back to
Bennu’s Titan production facility at a depth
of about 1,200 m (4,000 ). 

e contract is the second that Ceona has
won with Bennu aer previously being se-

lected to install a 1.7-km (1.1-mile) umbilical and two 24-
km (15-mile) electric quad cables at a depth of 914 m
(3,000 ) on the Clipper project in spring 2014.

Offshore work is scheduled to begin in second-half 2015
and, as with the previous operation, the project manage-
ment and engineering work will be coordinated from
Ceona’s Houston offices.

The project is the second that Ceona has been awarded in
the GoM to be carried out by its flagship field development
vessel, the Ceona Amazon. In March, the company an-
nounced a letter of intent for a major rigid pipelay project

Industry news
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In an industry traditionally considered a man’s
game, there was at least one event on Monday

where the men were in the minority. OTC’s Women
in Industry Sharing Experiences (WISE) networking
event featured a panel made up of Angela Knight,
global diversity leader, GE Oil & Gas; Christina
Sistrunk, vice president of Arctic capability, Shell Up-
stream Americas; Gabriela Arias, chemical engineer,
Halliburton; and June Ressler, CEO, Cenergy Interna-

tional. The discussion was moderated by Pink Petro
founder and CEO Katie Mehnert.

e panel addressed the elephant in the room: the
downturn. Arias and many others at the event—as seen
by a show of hands—are experiencing the cyclical nature
of this business for the first time, but those on stage who
have been through this before shared lessons learned.
Sistrunk passed on some key advice a professor gave her
when she was about to start her career during a downturn.

“If you have a passion for this business and you’re com-
mitted to being great at it, there’s always room for excellence,”
she said. “at—regardless of what is going on in the busi-

ness—is what should drive you every day.”
Ressler agreed. Consultants from her

staffing firm who have a good track record
and have gained expertise are kept on by
clients even during hard times because the
clients don’t want to lose that talent. “When
you’re really good at what you do and you
really like what you’re doing, those are the
people who actually stay,” Ressler said.

Although the number of women in this
industry is improving each year, Knight put
the responsibility on the talented women in
the room to keep that percentage on the rise.
GE Oil & Gas is made up of 17% women,
which is an improvement over years past,
but Knight wants the numbers to look more
like the overall percentage of women in the
workforce: 51%. 

While it’s OK to be the only one for now,
she said—she was the only African American
hired among 300 college recruits when she
started at a company in 1985—it’s important
for women in the industry to share their ex-
periences and help others succeed as well. 

“We need each one of you to reach back
and bring up one woman like yourself so
we don’t have this problem years from now,
so that we see boards of directors that are
51% women and so that we see leadership
jobs that are 51% women,” she said.

e WISE event helped lead into Pink
Petro Day, proclaimed by Houston Mayor
Annise D. Parker to occur on Tuesday, May
5, to celebrate the global launch of the new
social media channel. e channel
launched publicly in March, and Mehnert
said at the WISE event that in just eight
weeks, Pink Petro is in 16 countries. 

While many large companies have net-
works and programs for women—several
from Shell, GE and Halliburton were dis-
cussed by the panel—Pink Petro offers a
network for women whose companies
might not be large enough to have their
own networks as well as for women who
want to connect with the broader commu-
nity of women in the industry. Mehnert
said she wants this channel to be a way to
use social media to disrupt the gender gap.

To learn more about Pink Petro, visit
pinkpetro.com.  n

Networking Event Focuses on 
improving industry Gender Gap
n By connecting and sharing experiences, women can help increase the 
number of females in the oil and gas industry.

By BEthAny fARnSWoRth
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from left to right: halliburton’s Gabriela

Arias, GE’s Angela Knight, Cenergy Inter-

national’s June Ressler, Shell upstream

Americas’ Christina Sistrunk and Pink Petro

CEo Katie Mehnert discuss the roles of fe-

males in the industry during the WISE net-

working event on Monday at otC. (Photo

courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)
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Managed-pressure drilling (MPD) is nearing the
brink of wide, mainstream adoption, a shift

likely to impact operations and the overall industry.
This increase in industry adoption is because MPD
helps operators navigate constraints that typically halt
drilling, such as differential sticking, fluid loss, kicks,
lost circulation and nuisance gas zones. MPD is an
adaptive, closed-loop drilling process that precisely
controls the annular pressure profile throughout the
wellbore. Using a combination of intelligent-control
monitoring instrumentation to measure the downhole
pressure environment limits and an integrated MPD
choke manifold to control surface backpressure as
needed, MPD provides an automated and proactive
approach to dealing with pressure-related drilling
problems in complex formations.

Because of a globally successful track record on land,
offshore and in deepwater, MPD systems are becoming
the go-to approach to mitigate problems across a broad
range of applications, especially where conventional
drilling methods are considered too risky, costly or
simply inadequate. This is particularly true in deepwa-
ter wells where complex conditions are most prevalent
and operational costs and risks are highest. Even in the
current deepwater market with spread rates averaging
about $900,000 per day, the financial repercussions of
operational delays and problems are significant.

Although the application of MPD technology to a
broader scope of deepwater wells can offer safety, opera-
tional and economic rewards, its use on deepwater
drilling vessels is limited by a host of cost, equipment
availability and deployment constraints. 

Advances in technology enable the integration of
deepwater MPD systems with rigs and conventional
drilling procedures. However, semisubmersibles and
drillships that were originally built for conventional,
open-to-the-atmosphere circulating systems do not read-
ily accommodate the additional equipment required for
MPD and other closed-loop drilling methods. 

Readying a floating rig for MPD includes integrating
an MPD riser system into the upper marine riser pack-

age and verifying that the riser running, handling and
emergency equipment is compatible with the integra-
tion. Dimensional restrictions from the rotary table,
diverter and particularly the inner diameter of the
upper marine riser package must be overcome. Flex-

ibility in the fluid returns path also re-
quires careful planning of the topside
manifold design, piping, cabling and
instrumentation. Finally, seamless in-
tegration of the hardware, software
and procedures is needed to enable
immediate response to dynamic well-
bore events.

As the industry collaborates to set
standards for better equipment integra-
tion for current rigs, the best option
today is to proactively integrate MPD
subsurface and surface equipment and
surface control systems into newbuild
floating rigs.

Driving MPD excellence 
A focused industry effort is required to
fully realize the potential operational and
HSE benefits that an integrated deepwa-
ter MPD adoption and implementation
will achieve. Most pertinent is the need
to develop guidelines, procedures,
equipment standards, rig modifications,
design and above all, training.

Working toward this goal, service
companies are collaborating with oper-
ators and drilling contractors to reduce
rigup time for newly built and retrofit-
ted deepwater and ultradeepwater drill-
ships. The objective is to proactively
give each vessel a permanent or semi-
permanent installation that enables
rapid transition between conventional
drilling and MPD. 

Consistency will play an instrumen-
tal role in the improved safety and ef-
ficiency that MPD offers. A more
rigorous standardization of MPD sys-

tems, installations, capacities and characteristics will
give personnel enhanced mobility between various
rigs and systems for maximum return on the MPD in-
vestment. Moreover, the industry will benefit by hav-
ing more MPD-specific guidelines rather than

referencing the closest related material
that is available. 

Intricacies of MPD rig modifications
are difficult to achieve without close col-
laboration among service providers,
drilling contractors, operators, shipyards
and educational and regulatory parties
such as the International Association of
Drilling Contractors, American Petro-
leum Institute, ABS, DNV, NORSOK and
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental
Enforcement. It is through this collabo-
ration that the technology segment will
begin to reach full maturity with rigorous
standards pertaining to personnel and rig
safety, operations and system design. 

e drilling industry is adjusting its
technology to address the more complex
conditions of deepwater prospects. e
growing adoption of MPD rig integration
and an industry paradigm shi toward the
overarching closed-loop drilling umbrella
are key indicators that MPD will continue
raising the bar for safety and productivity
in deepwater drilling. As the technology
progresses and the industry’s understand-
ing of more effective MPD deployment in-
creases, this methodology will continue to
define the path forward for enhanced
safety and drilling efficiency.  n

MpD rig integration for a safer, 
More productive Future
n Realizing the benefits of a deepwater MPD implementation will require a focused effort. 

ContRIButEd By WEAthERfoRd

MPd technology components are integrated into the riser joint in an MPd-

ready drillship. (Image courtesy of Weatherford) 



discussions during OTC 2015 point to
America’s energy security, innovation

and safety, which are considered to be in-
creasingly important drivers of policy, al-
lied with the need to meet stricter
environmental targets.

So the question for the industry is where
can the technical and commercial limits be
taken next? e offshore industry is evolv-
ing. Risk levels are rising proportionate to
the more dangerous environments that are
being explored and the technical complex-
ity of the infrastructure needed. Likewise,
water depths are increasing, and average
tree water depth is now about 800 m (2,625
) with indications that this could increase
to about 1,400 m (4,593 ) by 2020. e
pressure to innovate is intensifying. 

Naturally, oil prices and technology inno-
vation are key contributing factors and will
drive industry solutions, as the findings from
a recent Lloyd’s Register’s global oil and gas
survey (lr.org/technologyradar) highlighted.
Over the coming three years, technology in-
novation will focus on increased recovery,
developing cleaner and more efficient hy-
drocarbon technologies and new forms of
energy provision. Subsea robotics, AUVs
and other ultradeepwater advances are seen
as key areas of advancement.

With all the technical challenges and dif-
ferent statutory scenarios that could be im-
posed on operators in the future because of
variances in anticipated operational chal-
lenges, industry regulation and legislation
are seen as the predominant park for inno-
vation in the offshore energy sector and will
be best shaped through collaboration. 

Government, flag states and the industry
must be intrinsically linked. is will re-
quire a blend of the best expertise from
business, academics, regulators and gov-
ernments, all contributing to understand-
ing the risks. Additionally, design skills,
application of science, operations, risk ap-
petite and consequence, and legislation
regimes will combine to make regulation
more appropriate. Capital will be the un-
derlying factor in this process, but so will
significant technological advancement,
clear and consistent policies, and well-reg-
ulated efficient markets. 

For more information, to receive a copy
of “Technology Radar” or to learn more on
the company’s Global Executive Briefing
network , visit booth 5171. n

regulation and legislation: 
Necessity is the Mother 
of invention
n Industry regulation and legislation are seen as the predominant park for
innovation in the offshore energy sector and will be best shaped through
collaboration.  
ContRIButEd By LLoyd’S 
REGIStER EnERGy
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tonight: otC hosts Free
anniversary Concert
In celebration of otC’s 46th anniversary, a

complimentary concert will be held from 6

p.m. to 8 p.m. tonight at nRG Stadium. the

concert will feature 1980s cover band the

Spazmatics.



douglas-Westwood (DW) forecasts that between
2015 and 2019, $81 billion will be spent on floating

production systems (FPS), representing an increase of
73% over the preceding five-year period. A total of 110
floating production units are forecast to be installed, for
a 41% increase. 

A continuing trend toward newbuilds and conver-
sions—as distinct to redeployments—as well as projects
that already have been sanctioned, will ensure that

spend in the sector will remain high over the forecast
period. Although the FPS market will still grow, this
growth is significantly less than expected due to the col-
lapse in oil prices. As a result, installations in 2018 will
decline significantly (i.e., there is a dip in orders ex-
pected in 2015, and DW anticipates that this will last
well into 2016 with the impact on installations being
seen in 2018).

FPSO units represent by far the largest segment of
the market both in numbers (87 installations) and fore-
cast capex (81%) during 2015 to 2019. Tension-leg
platforms account for the second largest segment of

capex (9%) with FPS units third (7%). Latin America
will see nearly one-third of the 110 installations fore-
cast and 32% of the projected capex. Asia accounts for
nearly a quarter of forecast installations but only 13%
of spend. Africa is important in value terms, with 22%

of the projected capex. Western Europe is
expected to form 15% of forecast spend.
Deepwater expenditure will make up 68%
of the global FPS market.

e oil price collapse will have a significant
effect over the forecast period, leading to sig-
nificantly less spend than would have been ex-
pected if oil had stayed at a high price. Orders
in 2015 and 2016 will be the most effected,
with a knock on effect on 2018 installations.
Up until the oil price collapse, the FPS sector
recovery following the 2008 to 2009 downturn
had continued steadily. From 2011 to 2014, 68
units were ordered compared to 23 units dur-
ing the downturn.

The immediate near-term outlook is
uncertain but points to continued growth,
stymied by the low oil price. The effect of
oil price combined with the focus of oper-
ators toward cutting capex will ensure that
2015 orders are low, and this could last
well into 2016. However, orders in the last
few years have been strong, and this will
ensure that the market for installations is
high. Projects already sanctioned are un-
likely to be deferred due to the low oil
price, although other unforeseen delays
are possible. 

FPS projects have grown in complexity
and cost, with billion-dollar FPS units in-
creasingly common. Deeper waters, chal-
lenging reservoirs (e.g., those with very
high- or low-pressure, sour hydrocarbons
or high water content) all drive complexity
and cost increases. Despite the focus on
cutting capex that has only become more
prevalent since the oil price collapse, many
FPS units will continue to cost in excess of
$1 billion due to the requirements of these
challenging fields. 

e FPS supply chain is causing concern
among investors and E&P companies. e
challenges in delivering large and complex
production systems on time and on budget
are such that cost overruns have become
the norm, and delays in both project sanc-
tioning and project execution are more
common than delivery on time. Once
again, the industry is looking at ways of ap-
proaching FPSO projects differently, per-
haps through a standardized approach to
FPSO engineering.

Local content requirements are caus-
ing delays in project execution and cost
overruns. The ambition of creating value
and employment locally will need to be
balanced with the need to have an effi-
cient, competitive and competent supply
chain. These ambitions might continue

Fps spend set to increase 
as orders Decline
n Orders of new units have dropped to 23, with $81 billion forecast to be
spent on FPS deployment. 

ContRIButEd By douGLAS-WEStWood
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(Source: douglas-Westwood, World floating Produc-

tion Market forecast 2015-2019)

Global Fps installation Capex 
from 2010 to 2019

See Fps continued on page 31



on Jan. 6, OneSubsea, a Cameron and Schlumberger
company, Helix Energy Solutions Group and

Schlumberger formed a subsea well intervention alliance. 
e newly created Subsea Services Alliance combines

the expertise and capabilities of the three organizations.
Its goal is to integrate marine support, well access equip-
ment and control technologies, and oilfield services. 

e alliance focuses on increasing the operating enve-
lope of today’s subsea intervention technology. It is de-
signed to provide operators with a single point for
contracting and operations that will result in simpler and
more cost-effective intervention solutions. 

A unique combination
With the key components of well inter-
vention under one roof, Subsea Services
Alliance combines competency and a
proven track record in marine support
with subsea well access and control tech-
nology as well as subsurface knowledge
and oilfield services.

is combination can help operators re-
duce the overall cost of a subsea well inter-
vention and increase the certainty that
their intervention goals will be achieved.
e three companies can point to extensive
track records and expertise in intervention
and life-of-field-services.

The alliance has executed more than
953 interventions on five continents since
1987. Through Schlumberger, the alliance
has a track record dating back to 1963,
when the first patent was issued for a sub-
sea wireline winch in the subsea well in-
tervention domain.  

Fit for purpose
Subsea Services Alliance provides dedi-
cated equipment and personnel for spe-
cific projects and operations. Helix
currently operates a fleet of five interven-
tion vessels—three riserless and two
riser-based, and OneSubsea operates
multiple intervention riser systems, many
of which are in the deepwater basins. The
combination offers operators a single
point of entry, both commercially and
technically, to the complete subsea well
intervention process.

Alliance capabilities
Subsea Services Alliance offerings include: 

• Riserless and riser-based intervention
systems;

• Fluid intervention;
• Decommissioning;
• Subsea sampling;
• Surveillance, monitoring and 

diagnostics;
• ROV support;
• Inspection, repair and maintenance;
• Well integrity; and
• Plug and abandonment operations.

Looking ahead
Additional plans for Subsea Services Al-
liance include the expansion of the
breadth and geographical coverage of its
services as well as developing technology
to enable rigless ESP change-outs, plug
and abandonment operations, and open-
water completions.

To learn more about the Subsea Services
Alliance, visit subseaservicesalliance.com.  n

a New approach to subsea Well intervention
n Alliance focuses on increasing the operating envelope of today’s subsea intervention technology.

ContRIButEd By onESuBSEA
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the Subsea Services Alliance

is focused on increasing the

operating envelope of today’s

subsea intervention technol-

ogy, which will offer operators

an integrated approach to

achieve simpler and more

cost-effective intervention so-

lutions. (Image courtesy of

Subsea Services Alliance)
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Dual-seal tube Connection supports ultrasafe
offshore instrumentation 
n FCC technology could set a new performance standard for medium-pressure instrumentation applications
in the offshore industry.

Meeting the needs of the offshore oil and gas indus-
try as E&P moves into deeper and more challeng-

ing environments demands innovative thinking. One
area that looks set to change is the type of tube con-
nections used for small-bore instrumentation systems.

Increased working pressures, combined with longer
project life cycles and the ever-present threat of corrosion,
mean that instrumentation tube connections are being
subjected to conditions of unprecedented severity. e
safety, financial and environmental implications of tube
failure can be immense, making connection performance
a vital consideration in any asset integrity assurance pro-
gram. Nor are the issues confined to difficult-to-service
subsea structures—connection failure on high-pressure
topside equipment such as hydraulic power units and
chemical-injection systems also can incur high remedial
costs and significant loss of production revenue.

To help ensure connection integrity, many instru-
mentation engineers specify “cone and thread” connec-
tions whenever working pressures exceed about 6,000
psi (414 bar). Pioneered by Parker Autoclave Engineers,
these types of connections are renowned for their
strength and ability to accommodate repeated assembly
and disassembly. ey are a preferred choice for
medium-pressure (typically up to 20,000 psi/1,380 bar)
instrumentation in offshore oil and gas applications
worldwide. However, forming the cone and then cut-

ting the thread requires skill and preparation time. Each
connection can take a trained installer 15 to 20 minutes.

ere is consequently a growing demand for a high-
integrity medium-pressure instrumentation tube con-
nection solution that is quick and simple to make up
and install. Parker Autoclave Engineers has developed
a new generation of valves and fittings that are based
on innovative “flared-cone connection” (FCC) technol-
ogy. Combining the simplicity of compression-style fit-
tings with the strength of cone and thread, FCCs can
typically be installed in less than four minutes, which
is about five times faster than cone and thread.

e patent-pending FCC technology is based on a
single-sleeve compression-style system. However, un-
like conventional designs, the tube end is flared to pre-
vent any possibility of ejection and also provides the
connection’s primary metal-to-metal seal. When the
gland nut is tightened, the inside surface of the anti-
ejection flare mates with a cone in the fitting or valve.
e compression sleeve then mates with the body of
the component to form a second, redundant, metal-to-
metal seal. is dual-seal approach has a major safety
benefit: In the unlikely event that the primary seal fails,
the secondary seal preserves connection integrity.
FCCs also are inherently resistant to vibration, making
them especially cost-effective in applications where
traditional connections would require additional anti-
vibrational glands.

Compared to cone and thread, FCCs are much simpler
to make up and demand considerably less skill. A com-
pact hydraulic set tool is first used to fit a compression

sleeve, which bites deeply into the tubing to create a me-
chanical support shoulder. is same tool is then used
with a second die to form a flared end on the tube. e
entire process is controlled by the set tool, which helps
to prevent assembly errors that could compromise con-
nection integrity. Subsequently, installing the connection
is simply a matter of screwing the gland nut into the fit-
ting or valve and tightening it to the prescribed torque.

FCC technology is a significant advance on cone and
thread connections. Combining the installation sim-
plicity of compression-type connections with addi-
tional safety features, it is likely to set a new
performance standard for medium-pressure instru-
mentation applications in the offshore industries.

For more information, visit Parker at booth 4809. n

originally discovered in 1982, fuller exploitation of
Statoil’s Mariner Field in the East Shetland area of

the North Sea will become feasible from November 2016
as the result of innovative technology.  

One key innovation required to bring more of the Mariner
find to market is Noble Lloyd Noble, the Noble Drilling
jackup rig under construction at Jurong Shipyard in Singa-
pore. e Category J rig is being built along supersize lines
to operate in water depths ranging from 70 m to 150 m (230
 to 492 ) and to drill to depths of 10,000 m (32,808 ). 

Ever-larger offshore oil and gas installations enable recov-
ery of resources from deeper waters, but construction on
this scale also brings safety challenges, including how to
evacuate such high structures in open seas. e ultrahigh-
specification unit will be the first of Statoil’s Category-J spe-
cialized fit-for-purpose jackups for harsh environments.
Overall, its legs will be 214 m (702 ) in length.

Noble Drilling has, therefore, needed to specify an evacu-
ation chute from VIKING Life-Saving Equipment. e evac-
uation chute will connect the superstructure to the sea at an
unprecedented 81-m (266-) height. is is a world first for
the supplier and for the industry, according to VIKING.

Higher plain
VIKING has delivered hundreds of evacuation systems
for offshore applications since the 1980s, of which 70%

to 80% have been for installations in the North Sea area.
It is also fair to say that safety standards initially devel-
oped for Norwegian waters oen go on to be adopted
worldwide or are at least recognized as aspirations for
regulators elsewhere. 

Reflecting on the discussions that took place two years
ago as the Noble Lloyd Noble project progressed, VIKING
Vice President Benny Carlsen said, “Until that time, our
highest operational chute for a rig application had been
64 m [210 ], which was itself a world record, and even
that height was considered to be close to the limit. Only
a few years ago, chutes had been a maximum 50 m [164
] in length. 

“However, with rig sizes inevitably increasing, the
chute-based evacuation solution has become even more
imperative; it is just not possible to drop an enclosed
davit or lifeboat from these heights.”

e additional length has demanded more than a simple
extension of VIKING’s existing rig evacuation chute,
Carlsen said. “We stuck to our proven and fully tested SES-
2A system, but the design has been adapted for additional
structural strength. e work we have done here provides
material for us to review our entire range of chutes for the
offshore market.”

Raised expectations
Finding an appropriate site for the sea trials required
by Lloyd’s Register (LR) also proved challenging. Ulti-
mately, a solution was eventually found via VIKING

customer Mærsk Drilling, which made the jackup rig
Maersk Innovator in the Eldfisk Field available for tests.
By prior agreement with LR, these tests actually were
overseen by a representative from Det Norske Veritas
(DNV), an outcome that Carlsen now considers some-
thing of a bonus.

“DNV’s representative had been skeptical as to whether
we could complete the test within the meteorological win-
dow of one hour,” he said. “We are delighted to have been
able to make this demonstration under the close scrutiny
of DNV, Maersk Drilling and ConocoPhillips.”

According to the regulations, it must be possible to
evacuate 140 people in 10 minutes from an offshore in-
stallation, which corresponds to the two crews manning
the Maersk Innovator. In the trial, seven people were
evacuated through the chute from the required height of
60 m [197 ], all of whom were wearing VIKING im-
mersion suits. e first man was down in 58 sec, and the
last aer one minute and 13 sec, Carlsen reported.

e final inspection and operation test will be con-
ducted by LR in mid-2015. 

“is project represents the shape of things to come,”
Carlsen said.  n

Evacuation Chute on supersized 
Jackup breaks records
n The Noble Lloyd Noble rig will require evacuation via an 81-m-long
chute, which is ‘the shape of things to come.’

ContRIButEd By VIKInG LIfE-SAVInG EQuIPMEnt

Seven test participants safely evacuated through the

chute in under 90 seconds. (Photo courtesy of VIKInG

Life-Saving Equipment)

By MIChAEL o’KEAnE, 
PARKER AutoCLAVE EnGInEERS

Suitable for pressures as high as 22,500 psi, Parker’s

new fCC technology incorporates a redundant second

seal, prevents tube ejection and can be made up in min-

utes. (Image courtesy of Parker Autoclave Engineers)



from mature fields to new frontiers, produced water
represents the largest waste stream in hydrocarbon

production. Optimized treatment methods that deliver
greater capacity, reduce environmental footprint and
comply with new and increasingly stringent overboard
disposal limits are a priority for operators. Aging plays
can produce water cuts of up to 99%, while new offshore
production facilities require treatment protocols that
meet the highest standards for oil removal and also min-
imize operator handling. 

A common method for addressing these
challenges is use of compact flotation units
(CFU), which efficiently remove oil from pro-
duced water, enabling compliant overboard
discharge or reinjection while eliminating the
need for bulk storage and transportation of
waste to onshore disposal facilities. 

Schlumberger has enhanced the capabilities
of its CFU technology with the introduction
of an internally engineered and simplified sys-
tem that incorporates residual flotation gas in
a secondary separation stage, increasing the
efficiency of oil-in-water (OIW) removal
while completely degassing the clean water
outlet. Schlumberger’s new EPCON Dual
CFU, a recipient of the 2015 Hart Energy’s
Meritorious Award for Engineering Innova-
tion, was introduced aer extensive compu-
tational fluid dynamics simulation, onshore
pilot testing and offshore verification. 

e design uses previously lost excess
gas to remove larger amounts of flotation
gas bubbles that carry oil and improve OIW
separation efficiency. e release of residual
gas from water, added gas or both causes a
gas flotation effect that aids the separation
process. e use of nitrogen as the flotation
gas can reduce hydrocarbon emissions up
to 83%, with alkylated phenols, benzene

and other compounds reduced by up to 88%. Oil droplets
coalesce to form a mass that easily separates from the
water. e treated water is flushed through the bottom of
the unit.

In an onshore pilot test in a controlled environment,
the technology delivered 75% greater oil-removal effi-
ciency compared with conventional technologies. e
system also maximizes water treatment, using half the
footprint of conventional systems, reducing the required
installation space. It results in less consumption of addi-
tional flotation gas compared with traditional multistage
treatment systems. 

Wide range of flow rates
e autonomous units have no moving parts and are self-
monitoring and self-tuning to perform with minimal in-
tervention and significantly reduced environmental
impact, while accommodating a broad range of flow
rates. A single-pressure unit can handle flow rates be-
tween 500 bbl/d (3 cu. m /hr) and 150 Mbbl/d (1,000 cu.
m/hr). Even higher flow rates can be achieved by oper-
ating multiple units simultaneously. e units consist of
materials ranging from standard and low-temperature

Enhanced CFu Design optimizes treatment of 
produced Water in half the Footprint
n A new CFU design uses previously lost excess gas to remove larger amounts of flotation gas bubbles that
carry oil and improve oil-in-water separation efficiency.

ContRIButEd By SChLuMBERGER
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the EPCon dual Cfu introduces an engi-

neered internal design that incorporates

a secondary separation stage, thus in-

creasing oil-in-water removal efficiency

while fully degassing the clean water

outlet. Gas is injected into the produced

water before it enters the vessel. As-

sisted by the vessel’s internal geometry,

spin is created to enhance the ability of

oil/gas agglomeration to float oil upward,

from where it is removed. new spin is

created in a secondary internal vessel,

from which additional oil is ejected. A

vortex breaker prior to the water outlet

prevents gas from exiting. (Image cour-

tesy of Schlumberger)  

See DEsiGN continued on page 31
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nAtIonAL EnERGy tEChnoLoGy LABoRAtoRy
u.S. dEPARtMEnt of EnERGy PRESEntER SChEduLE

note: Additional details are available at nEtL/doE booth 4221.

Even small reductions in uptime can cause significant
losses in revenue. Particularly in today’s volatile mar-

ket, in which oil prices are about half of what they were
last year at this time, operators and drilling contractors
are feeling the effects of downtime, so preventing non-
productive time is critical.

Safety and quality are paramount concerns for the oil
and gas industry, particularly in complex operations in
deepwater and harsh environments. Operators and
drilling contractors are constantly challenged to maxi-
mize asset efficiency and manage costs while protecting
the safety of their people and the environment. e fact
is, however, that achieving safety objectives is not possi-
ble without paying strict attention to asset integrity.

Managing downtime
According to a study by ARC Advisory Group, as much
as 80% of losses attributed to unscheduled downtime are
preventable. So the obvious question that arises is, “How
is it possible to prevent unscheduled downtime?” A big
piece of the puzzle is making sure maintenance is being
done effectively, and that means determining what main-
tenance is truly necessary and scheduling the work so
that the impact on production is as low as possible.

e trick to doing this effectively is to be able to deter-
mine the integrity of offshore assets conclusively enough

to know when maintenance is needed. at requires a
significant amount of accurate data. Recognizing this
need, ABS has developed a set of soware tools that pro-
vides both a risk- and condition-based approach to re-
ducing downtime and extending the service life of
offshore assets. Available through the ABS Nautical Sys-
tems Fleet Management Solutions, Hull Manager and
Hull Manager 3D offer a scalable approach to managing
the condition of the hull structure at whatever level an
operator chooses. Both provide asset-specific database
tools that manage inspections, track condition, plan re-
pairs and interface with structural analysis tools for
anomaly treatment and life-extension planning. 

Enabling a finer view
e Hull Manager soware combines web-based data
management tools with an optional 3-D model that makes
it possible to see virtual condition details. is allows con-
dition data and hull steel thickness measurements to be
viewed, making it easier to visualize and evaluate the in-
tegrity of the hull. e soware converts CAD model in-
formation into a relational database that captures the
condition of structures in a virtual 3-D environment. 

Data from the module can be linked to finite element
(FE) soware for more extensive structural analysis. e
FE interface allows users to select structural elements to
form a collection of parts and provide structural properties
and condition of the structure. e collection can be pre-
viewed and parameters set for “idealization” (defeaturing)
based on the desired analysis. Next, the required geometry
is sent to the defeaturing and meshing tool. e structure

can be reassessed in its current gauged
condition in the analysis suite of the op-
erator’s choice.

By providing a way to see imperfec-
tions more clearly and to better man-
age how problems are addressed, this
software offers a way to pragmatically
and systematically manage, optimize
and extend the working life of off-
shore assets. 

Data drives decision-making
Data-integration, visualization and an-
alytics allow owners and operators an
easier and more intuitive way to track
and trend the condition of the asset for
its planned or extended life. This ap-
proach supports the complete life-cycle

management process using auditable reporting and
tracking mechanisms for offshore stakeholders to
demonstrate due diligence and compliance, with the ul-
timate goal of safeguarding life, property and the natu-
ral environment.

ABS Nautical Systems soware is designed for flexibil-
ity so it can be used not only to manage the core aspects
of hull integrity, such as inspection scheduling, planning
and the managing of anomalies, but also to create and vi-
sualize completed hull gauging plans, plan and estimate
repairs, and perform remaining life calculations, thus
helping assets meet regulatory requirements.

Integrating structural information from initial surveys
through late-life maturity enables real-time condition in-
telligence-gathering, making inspection and condition
data immediately available so maintenance planning can
be proactive and costly downtime can be minimized. e
soware allows all locations on the hull to be divided into
inspection zones that are evaluated in terms of coating
condition, general corrosion, pitting/grooving, deforma-
tion, fractures and cleanliness. en each inspection cri-
terion is defined and scored. 

Having these data in hand allows problems to be iden-
tified in the early stages of discovery so they can be ad-
dressed before they become more severe and more costly,
with greater potential for associated downtime. e end
result is the ability to use these data to help make a work-
ing asset safe, with a firm understanding of the integrity,
so its working life can be extended. Further, one can
identify fleetwide trends, which serve the added benefit
of keeping the hull integrity program evergreen.  n

hull Management software improves aim
n New soware can manage, optimize and extend the working life of offshore assets.

By ChRIS SERRAtELLA, ABS

this 3-d structural model of a jackup illustrates the

high level of detail that can be seen using the nautical

Systems software to visualize assets. (Images cour-

tesy of ABS)

the hull Manager 3d software allows an internal space walkthrough so

the user can visualize the condition of an individual compartment.

time Day presenter Company: presentation title

9 a.m. to 10 a.m. Wednesday Kelly Rose nEtL’s Gulf of Mexico Integrated Assessment
Model, Spatial data Approaches to Improve Pro-
duction and Reduce Risks of Impacts 

10 a.m. to 11 a.m. Wednesday Kelly Rose nEtL’s Energy data Exchange (EdX), an Energy
Coordination and Collaboration Platform to Support
R&d and decision-making

12 p.m. to 1 p.m. lunch Mayhem hour

2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday Kelly Rose nEtL's Kick detection at the Bit: A Low-cost Moni-
toring and Early detection Approach

3 p.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday Barbara Kutchko Analysis of foam Cement under in situ Conditions, R&d
to Improve Wellbore Integrity for offshore Systems

4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday Kelly Rose nEtL’s BLoSoM, a Comprehensive deepwater
Blowout and Spill Modeling tool for Spill Prevention
and Planning needs



Advancements in seismic technology, drilling and
subsea production systems have enabled high-risk,

high-cost ultradeepwater resources to become commer-
cially viable. e ability to unlock these challenging and
sometimes highly rewarding resources is likely to have a
positive impact in Africa. Over the next five years, Infield
Systems anticipates that Africa could see a 220% increase
in the number of ultradeepwater fields entering produc-
tion and a 222% increase in capex in comparison to the
2010 to 2014 period. From a global perspective, Africa is
expected to continue to rank third highest in terms of
capex demand (17%). While West Africa will remain the
largest focus of capex (72%), East Africa is emerging as
a potentially key industrial player, which
could account for about 17% of offshore
capex demand for projects situated within
the analyzed water depth range. North
Africa is expected to account for the small-
est share of projected capex, all focused on
pipeline and power line developments. 

Infield Systems expects Angola to con-
tinue to have the highest ultradeepwater
capex demand in West Africa (59%), with
developments in Total-operated Block 32
projected to command about 67% of the
country’s capex within this water depth
range. e block contains Total’s Kaombo
project, which involves the development of
several fields, including Mostarda, Gengi-
bre, Louro, Canela, Caril, Salsa and Gin-
dungo, which are situated in the central
and southeastern sections of the ultradeep
offshore block in water depths of up to
1,883 m (6,178 ). e Kaombo project
comprises two FPSO vessels that will con-
nect to one of the world’s largest subsea
networks. Blocks 18 and 31, operated by
BP, could account for the remainder of An-
gola’s ultradeepwater expenditure. In Block
18, the ultradeepwater Platina-Cesio-
Chumbo prospects could start to see some
investment, while in Block 31, BP’s Plutão,
Saturno, Vênus and Marte project might
also see capex demand relating to addi-
tional subsea satellite production. 

Infield Systems expects Nigeria to ac-
count for 27% of West African ultradeep-
water capex demand between 2015 and
2019. Total’s field developments situated in
Block OML 130 could account for 97% of
the country’s ultradeepwater expenditure;
with the super major’s Egina and Egina
South fields as the main focus of the block’s
projected capex. Egina is located in water
depths of about 1,600 m (5,249 ), and its
development plan consists of a subsea pro-
duction system tied in to an FPSO vessel.
Egina is expected to enter production in
2017, while Egina South is expected to
come onstream beyond the current fore-
cast period. Toward the end of the forecast,
Ivory Coast could see investment com-
mence relating to two ultradeepwater
prospects: Lukoil’s Independence and
Total’s Saphir. If developed, both fields will
likely come onstream beyond 2019. Ghana
is another West African nation that has ul-
tradeepwater resources. Toward the end of
the forecast Hess could start to develop its
Beach, Paradise and Hickory North
prospects, which are a part of its Deepwater
Tano-Cape ree Points project.

Infield Systems also expects the emerg-
ing East Africa region to make headway in

developing its ultradeepwater resources. Mozambique is
likely to hold the largest capex demand (77%) within East
Africa, with Eni’s gas-rich Area 4 Block in the offshore
Rovuma Basin expected to see the highest expenditure
demand over the next five years. Indeed, Eni’s explo-
ration campaigns in the Mozambican Mamba-Coral
complex have resulted in the biggest discoveries the com-
pany has ever made. Infield Systems expects the Coral
Field to be the first ultradeepwater development to come
onstream offshore East Africa (2019), with the field pro-
jected to account for 40% of Mozambique’s ultradeepwa-
ter capex during the period. e field is likely to be
developed using FLNG technology, for which the con-
sortium comprising KBR and Daewoo Shipbuilding and

an ultradeepwater outlook for africa 
n Over the next five years, Africa could see a 222% increase in capex in comparison to the 2010 to 2014 period.

By GEoRGE GRIffIthS, InfIELd SyStEMS 
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(Source: Infield Systems’ offPEX)

african ultradeepwater Capex (%) 
by Country from 2010 to 2019

See aFriCa continued on page 31
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Shell and technology company Tracerco, part of the
FTSE 100 Johnson Matthey Plc, will be presenting

the findings of a recent smart tracer surveillance pro-
gram in one field of the deepwater Parques des Conchas
area in Brazil to delegates at OTC.

e paper (No. 26054) provides an overview of the de-
sign, implementation and up-to-date results of surveil-
lance that have been used to remotely monitor water and
oil inflow data in the Argonauta O-North Field. Titled
“Phase 2: Technology Enabling Top Quartile Delivery,”
the presentation will take place May 6 at 11:40 a.m. in
room 602 during session 31.

Paul Hewitt, director of reservoir technology at
Tracerco, João Baima, a production engineer at Shell
do Brasil Ltd., and Murat Kilic, senior production
technologist, are the authors of the paper. Hewitt and
Baima will provide an overview of the project and will
discuss best practices for inflow and waterflood tracer
design, details of prescreening tests that ensure the
use of optimal tracer types, deployment, how the trac-
ers were integrated into sand screens, the sampling
strategy and analysis of the results from the beginning
of production. 

“In order for our customer, Shell do Brasil Ltd., to
build up a full profile of the Argonauta O-North
Field, knowledge of positional oil flow from each well
and source of water breakthrough was essential,” He-
witt said. “As part of the overall reservoir surveillance
program, over 50 unique specialist oil and water in-
flow smart tracers were implemented in production
wells together with chemical waterflood tracers in
water injectors.

“e process of obtaining the data was comprehen-
sive,” he continued. “e team drilled 11 horizontal wells,
including four peripheral water injectors and seven pro-
ducers. e oil and water were tested on a regular basis
to measure the tracer presence, gain quantitative data on
the positional oil flow, and locate the source and flow of
water in the wells. We’re really looking forward to sharing
the results with fellow industry members at OTC.” 

e paper also will detail how the use of unique smart
tracers, together with knowledge of where each of them
was located in the lower completions, allowed Baima and
the team at Shell do Brasil Ltd. to determine which well
was producing water and from which position along the
horizontal length it was originating. In addition to indi-
vidual positional inflow, data were generated on whether
the water was flowing from one of the four water-injec-
tion wells or if it originated from within the formation.

Parque das Conchas, also called BC-10, is located in
water depths of 1,500 m to 2,000 m (4,921  to 6,562 )
in the north of the Campos Basin, offshore Espiritos
Santo state, Brazil, 110 km (68 miles) from the coast. e
Parque das Conchas project consists of five fields: Ostra,
Argonauta B-West, Abalone, Argonauta O-North, Massa
and O-South. Heavy oil resources are located at a depth
of about 2,000 m. 

Tracerco’s technology is used extensively by operators
in oil and gas reservoirs to increase their accuracy in a
range of well designs and field developments. e Tracer
Production Log (TPL) allows them to reduce their costs
without compromising on field data, therefore enabling
them to optimize development plans. e tracers offer
data continuously over a number of years all while the
well is producing. is year has seen record growth of
the company’s reservoir business as oil companies pursue
ambitious oil recovery programs. 

Tracerco is committed to growing its reservoir tech-
nology business, having first developed specialized trac-
ers for oil and gas reservoir applications more than 30
years ago. e technologies can be deployed without in-
terruption to production and allow operators to gain a
better understanding of reservoir profiles.

Tracerco is exhibiting in two areas at OTC. Visit booth
8213 in the NRG Arena or booth 2241L in the U.K. Pavil-
ion in the NRG Center to speak to a specialist about
Tracerco’s reservoir tracing services.  n

using smart tracers in a 
reservoir surveillance program 
n Paper provides an overview of the design, implementation and up-to-date 
results of surveillance in the Argonauta O-North Field in Brazil. 

ContRIButEd By tRACERCo

the use of unique smart tracers provided the neces-

sary data to remotely monitor water and oil inflow

data. (Image courtesy of tracerco)

otC Chairman Ed stokes shared memories

from past otCs, noting how the show has grown,

during the “Pioneers of otC” luncheon on Mon-

day. during the event, past volunteers and chair-

men were recognized for their service to the

organization, with some having attended every

year since the first otC took place in 1969. the

otC Legacy Showcase spotlights all past chair-

men and award winners in otC history.

“your legacy has been unbelievable,” Stokes said,

addressing the attending volunteers. he added, “It’s

people like you that we stand on the shoulders of.”

Beginning with 3,000 attendees, 112 papers

presented and 368 exhibiting companies, otC

now attracts more than 100,000 attendees from

more than 120 countries and more than 2,500 ex-

hibiting companies with 300 papers presented. 

Innovative programs have been added to the

program in recent years, including the Spotlight on

technology Awards in 2004, the next Wave Pro-

gram in 2006, a full-day workshop for area science

teachers in 2007, a StEM program for high school

students, a mentoring program for college students

and this year’s d5 at the university of houston,

which seeks to solve deepwater challenges using

innovative technology from outside industries.

“Cooperation and teamwork have always been

the hallmarks of otC,” Stokes said.

Growth in the industry has led otC to expand

its reach to four different shows: otC houston,

otC Asia, otC Brasil and the Arctic technology

Conference. 

(Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)



Businesses are operating in tough economic times,
with budgets being significantly cut during the cur-

rent industry downturn.
Unfortunately, when lowering costs is a key priority,

learning and development budgets have historically been
one of the first areas to take the hit. Projects still need to
be completed and delivered to the highest possible stan-
dard, though.

It should be remembered that investing in learning and
staff development is essential to ensure immediate and
long-term business objectives are met, such as greater ef-
ficiencies in project delivery as well as supporting pro-
fessional career development of staff.

Investment in training and staff devel-
opment further indicates a company’s in-
tention to nurture growth and create an
environment where staff feel valued. De-
veloping a company’s staff and their capa-
bilities helps to develop a cohesiveness
that will strengthen the resilience re-
quired to overcome this downturn. Con-
tinuous learning and development are
beneficial to the individual being trained,
the company he or she works for and the
industry as a whole. 

Training and employee development
should be a key part of a company’s overall
strategy, and rather than cutting deeply
into training budgets, alternative cost sav-
ing solutions should be considered. 

e annual Learning Survey 2014 report
commissioned by e Learning and Per-
formance Institute (LPI) has confirmed
that, although the traditional classroom re-
mains a viable channel for workplace train-
ers, it is coming under increasing pressure
from live online learning, self-paced e-
learning and webinars.

Jee Ltd. is a leading independent mul-
tidiscipline subsea engineering and train-
ing firm offering multiple channels for
subsea engineering training, through in-
company, public and online training de-
livery. The company recognizes that
during buoyant market conditions, flexi-
ble training options are required to sup-
port learning during busy project periods
and that cuts are inevitable during times
of industry downturn. 

Jenny Matthew, head of courses at Jee
Ltd. said, “Online training, as with class-
room training, provides quality teaching,
which is fully supported by skilled profes-
sionals in a facilitated environment, with
the added bonus and advantage of accessi-
bility, flexibility and cost saving. A virtual
classroom means that there is no need to
pay for employees to travel to far out desti-
nations or incur the accommodation costs
that come with it. e flexible approach
also means that staff can engage in online
training outside of work hours or around
their work schedule at their choosing.” 

In line with the necessity to adapt to in-
dustry requirements and be progressive
with those changes, Jee recently upgraded
its e-learning site to accommodate the
growing number of delegates and to en-
hance its online and blended learning
offering to the oil, gas and renewables in-
dustries, Matthew said.

“e energy industry is calling out for
flexible training solutions that can be used as
a cost-effective way of training for existing

and new employees. is investment in our site, based on
a Moodle learning platform, is part of our ongoing com-
mitment to provide comprehensive and flexible training
programs,” Matthew continued.

e platform is designed to be a supportive, integrated
and interactive learning environment with on-hand tu-
tors to monitor course progress and provide extra guid-
ance when required, all essential features to provide the
optimum experience for the end user.

“At Jee, we are passionate about offering delegates the
best learning experience, and we recognize the impor-
tance of blended learning techniques to maximize learn-
ing retention and enrich the Jee training experience,”
Matthew said.

Jee offers companies the ability to create a bespoke
training program by choosing from a wide range of learn-

ing materials, which include more than 200 course modules
and access to its substantial knowledge library of case studies,
videos, worked examples, assessments and quizzes.

Jee has been training the global oil and gas industry
for more than 20 years, with the company’s portfolio of
courses having become the benchmark for excellence in
the industry.  

e company has built up a portfolio of 24 subsea en-
gineering courses offered worldwide to assist in the stan-
dardization of engineering knowledge across the global
industry, with many being taught in the energy hubs of
Houston, Norway and Aberdeen, Scotland. 

With all of Jee’s tutors trained as course facilitators and
coming from the industry as practicing engineers with a

Cost Cutting While remaining Cutting-Edge
n Professional development through flexible learning solutions can positively impact a company’s bottom line.

ContRIButEd By JEE Ltd.
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Installation, recovery or replacement of flexible prod-
ucts, umbilicals, power cables, telecommunication ca-

bles and wire rope products in the offshore environment
can oen be technically demanding.

In recent years, the subsea services industry has been
pushing against the boundaries in terms of water depth and
the product load that can be handled. At the same time, op-
erators who are keen to manage the costs associated with
subsea installation projects have shown a greater willingness
to explore innovative technical solutions in this area. 

Aquatic has developed a carousel system that greatly
extends load capacity and offers the flexibility of being
operable from vessels of opportunity. 

Larger capacity oen has been the choice between
large-diameter reels with joints connecting the lengths
or a specialist carousel vessel. is carousel is the next
step forward in reeling technology, moving away from
standard spooling options with a typical product capacity
of about 300Te and making full use of the increased ca-
pacity that can be achieved from a carousel-style config-
uration to increase the product capacity to 1,500Te on a
“standard” vessel. However, to be successful, it is crucial
that the carousel offers standard mobilization capabilities
as close as feasibly possible to the equivalent powered
reel solution and avoids the limitation of big ports and
very large cranes.  

One obvious aspect of concern in a horizontal reel type
carousel is the need to ensure effective spooling, fleeting
and tension of the product. is is to make sure the layers

are even and reduce the effects of uneven pressure and
pinching, as much as possible. ere have been a number
of attempts to achieve this without success, but this de-
sign meets this requirement through the incorporation
of a level winder and tensioner into a control tower
mounted adjacent to the carousel reel. is gives maxi-
mum control of the product during the various stages of
transpooling. 

During installation operations, the product is fed to
the deployment tensioner, and all three units (the
carousel, level wind tower and integrated tensioner) are
kept in synchronization with vessel position and speed
through continuous communication between the ship
manager and the offshore team.

e carousel is designed to be operated in high-vessel
accelerations, which means it can be installed on a wide
range of vessels or in more demanding metocean condi-
tions. For companies that need to lay or retrieve products
on the seabed, this also increases the flexibility on the
timing of operations and provides options for reducing
the costs associated with vessel hire.

e following operational benefits also are apparent in
the carousel design:

• Modularity and ease of transportation: e
carousel system can be readily deconstructed,
shipped anywhere in the world in standard shipping
containers and rebuilt.

• System flexibility: e carousel system has the abil-
ity to meet varying load requirements for multiple
operations within a single project to enable operators
to complete complex tasks using a single system.

• Continuous deployment capability: Continuous
deployment avoids a stop-start approach to deploy-
ment tasks and has the potential to offer substantial
vessel time and operational cost savings.

Offshore installation projects are becoming ever
more demanding in terms of water depth and product
capacity. The Aquatic carousel system offers a cost-
and time-efficient means of installing and retrieving
considerable lengths of flexible product, allowing the
operator to meet tight schedules while optimizing ves-
sel time and usage.

By combining industry experience with client feed-
back and input and evaluating the technological gaps in
this sector of the industry, a high-capacity modular sys-
tem has been successfully built and field proven.  n

reeling technology Enables Faster Mobilization
for broader product Diameters
n Carousel system extends load capacity and can be installed on a range of vessels.

ContRIButEd By AQuAtIC

Placing the “reel” horizontally allows maximum product capacity while minimizing the impact on the vessel, thus

maintaining operational efficiency in both shallow water and deepwater. (Photo courtesy of Aquatic) 

Measuring the Flows in 
Deepwater oil, Gas projects
n JIP research focuses on deepwater sampling systems, subsea sensors and subsea clamp-on meters.

Aproject aimed at improving flow measurement
in deepwater oil and gas projects is paying divi-

dends, according to the technical session “A Window
into Subsea Operations—from 10,000 Feet” pre-
sented on Tuesday at OTC 2015. The project, spon-
sored by research partnership RPSEA, is looking at
technologies including a deepwater sampling system,
deepwater subsea sensor and deepwater subsea
clamp-on meter.

Chip Letton of Letton-Hall Group said seven inde-
pendent smaller projects have been brought together
under one umbrella to address gaps in deepwater
measurement. “We all know that measurement is not
the simplest thing to do even if you can get your hands
on the meter, but when you put a meter on the seafloor

and expect it to last for 20 to 30 years without even
touching it, the challenges are great,” Letton said. 

“e deeper you get, everything gets bigger, not only
the impact of the problems but the cost to the environ-
ment and the cost to the stakeholders,” he continued.
“Deeper water is just more difficult. Measurement is
really the only way to understand this. You have really
got to have some instruments to be able to understand
what is happening on the seafloor.”

Joint-industry project (JIP) partners Chevron, Cono-
coPhillips, GE, Statoil and Total provided funding and
expertise to the project. “We tried to assemble the
smartest minds we could to work on these problems,”
Letton said. “ey are not easy so we tried to get the
best people we could from our JIP and our contractors.”

He stressed the importance of the work, saying that a
meter that was not working accurately could fluctuate

with readings as much as 2% higher or lower than they
should be. at, in turn, could prove “catastrophic” for
somebody, particularly in massive deepwater wells. Re-
search on a deepwater subsea clamp-on meter is essential
to prevent the equipment from “going off in the weeds.” 

e JIP has investigated a means of being able to
clamp a meter onto the outside of a pipeline and use
electromagnetic measurements to measure what is
flowing through the pipe. Work also is being done to
check for subsea kicks by monitoring small changes in
the mud density at the bottom of the mud line in wells. 

“RPSEA and the [U.S.] Department of Energy gave
us the bulk of our funding,” Letton added. “For those
of you who are U.S. taxpayers and get disgusted at
how your money is being spent, this is a good use of
your money. It is a good model and [has] worked re-
ally well.” n

By John ShEEhAn



While low oil prices have led to a delay in deepwater
exploration and development, the level of re-

sources recently discovered in Africa has helped secure
the continent’s long-term future in the global oil and gas
market. Six out of the top 10 discoveries in 2013 were lo-
cated in Africa. With more than 5.7 Tcm (200 Tcf) of es-
timated combined gas reserves and some of the largest
proposed developments, Tanzania and Mozambique in
particular are set to emerge as new frontiers, if the two
countries can attract much-needed investment.

Mozambique 
Exploration efforts have been spearheaded by Eni and
Anadarko Petroleum, with drilling pro-
ducing results showing reserves of up to
about 4 Tcm (150 Tcf). Many analysts
put Mozambique’s first LNG exports at
about 53.8 Bcm (1.9 Tcf/year), which
would make it one of the world’s top
global LNG exporters.

Anadarko Petroleum recently increased
the estimated recoverable resources in
Mozambique’s offshore Area 1 from be-

tween 1.4 Tcm and 1.9 Tcm (50 Tcf and 70
Tcf) to more than 2 Tcm (75 Tcf) of natu-
ral gas. Area 4, operated by Eni, holds the
Mamba, Coral and Agulha discoveries and
is thought to contain at least 2.2 Tcm (80
Tcf) of gas in place. e Coral discovery
will be developed through a newly built
floating LNG vessel with a capacity of
about 5 million tons per annum. A final
investment decision is expected to be
made on this project by mid-2015. 

Tanzania 
Estimates of recoverable natural gas re-
sources of Tanzania have been placed at
about 1.5 Tcm (55 Tcf). Statoil recently
announced that the Mdalasini-1 explo-
ration well has discovered an additional
28 Bcm (988.8 Bcf ) of natural gas in
place, bringing the total of in-place vol-
umes in Block 2 to about 622 Bcm (22
Tcf). This discovery marks the comple-
tion of Statoil’s first phase of a multiwell
exploration program offshore Tanzania
and is the eighth discovery made in
Block 2. 

Statoil will now evaluate the next steps and mature
new prospects. Two options are currently being con-
sidered to develop the area: an FPSO unit with a
pipeline to shore or a two-train onshore LNG plant
with a possible combined solution encompassing
blocks 1, 3 and 4. 

Senegal
Cairn Energy’s FAN-1 discovery in the Sangomar Deep
Block offshore Senegal was one of the largest oil discov-
eries in 2014 and is estimated to contain about 950
MMbbl of oil in place. is was followed by a second dis-
covery in the area at SNE-1, which is estimated to contain
recoverable reserves of 330 MMbbl of high-quality oil.
Planned appraisal and exploration drilling includes three
firm wells with three optional wells. Two appraisal wells

will be drilled on the SNE-1 discovery, with possibly one
or two drilled on FAN-1. 

e basic play model for these fields is similar along
the entire paleo continental shelf edge from Senegal to
Guinea-Bissau. ese discoveries prove the existence of
a petroleum system that could open up exploration along
the entire 800-km (497-mile) coastline.

e future lies in frontiers
While these countries hold promise for frontier explo-
ration in Africa, there is also activity in Nigeria, Uganda,
Congo and Gabon. ere also are opportunities globally,
particularly in the Arctic, Brazil and the Gulf of Mexico’s
Lower Tertiary trend. 

To find out more, visit the U.K. Pavilion hosted by the En-
ergy Industries Council (EIC) at booths 2241 to 2641. n

uk Companies supporting New oil and Gas Frontiers 
n Six out of the top 10 discoveries in 2013 were located in Africa.

By John BRIdGEMAn, thE EnERGy InduStRIES CounCIL 
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the tanzania and Mozambique blocks

are set to emerge as new frontiers.

(Image courtesy of EIC)
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the Panama Canal, the center of global trade, is
looking to become the key path of another com-

modity: LNG.
“We’re thinking that Panama has to join the future, and

the future is in gas,” said Victor Urrutia, Secretary of En-
ergy for Panama, at a breakfast held Tuesday morning at
OTC 2015.

Urrutia said the Panama Canal Expansion coincides
in a way with another highly anticipated project: the
completion of the first facility in the U.S. to export LNG.

The canal’s current expansion is the largest project
at the canal since its original construction in 1914.
The project will create a third lane of traffic along the
canal through the construction of a new set of locks,
doubling the waterway’s capacity and having a direct
impact on economies of scale and international mar-
itime trade.

Urrutia told attendees at the conference the country is
expecting LNG to account for much of the traffic on the
canal following the expansion.

“is is curious because when the expansion was
planned in the ’90s, LNG was not in the picture,” he said.

e new lane is expected to open in 2016, soon aer
Cheniere Energy Inc. completes the Sabine Pass lique-
faction terminal on the Louisiana coast.

About 54 companies in the U.S. have applied for ap-
plications to export LNG to federal trade agreement
(FTA) and non-FTA countries. Companies continue to
jockey for position, though only eight companies have
applied to export more than 56.6 MMcm/d (2 Bcf/d).

If all applications were granted, roughly 1.3 Bcm/d (47.05
Bcf/d) would be exported from the U.S. to FTA countries
and 1.1 Bcm (40.31 Bcf/d) to non-FTA countries.

Panama also could be the appropriate place to do stor-
age, bunkering and distribution for LNG since the coun-
try has been doing that for other commodities in the
region, according to Urrutia. “We think there’s a big fu-
ture for tying off this LNG distribution idea with the
Panama Canal,” he said.

Houston and Panama have a historic relationship and a
strategic partnership centered on the Panama Canal and the
Houston Ship Channel, said Juan Sosa, consulate of Panama.

e city of Houston is the number one trade partner of

Panama. More than one out of every four vessels from the
Port of Houston goes through the Panama Canal, he said.

When the expansion is finished, Sosa said, “the oppor-
tunities between Houston and Panama will just skyrocket.”

Currently, less than 10% of the LNG fleet can go
through the canal. With the expansion, the canal will be
able to provide a path for 80% of the fleet, he said.

Urrutia said he’s also looking at LNG for domestic use in
Panama, though it won’t be much since it’s a small country.

Oil exploration
Panama might be heading to open its waters for explo-
ration of oil, Urrutia said. Currently there is no oil pro-
duction in the country, but that could soon change.
Urrutia said he has heard from several people who ex-
pressed an interest, and the likelihood of offshore explo-
ration is growing.

“We’re probably going to be doing something this year,
going out for proposals to do exploration and at least learn
more about it before we get too far on exploitations,” he said.

Urrutia did point out the amount of oil exchanged in
the bunkering activities is comparable to Panama’s oil
consumption, which is mostly for transport.  n

panama looks toward lNG to solidify position 
as top trade hub
n Panama also is opening discussion for offshore exploration of oil and could start issuing licenses later this year.

By EMILy MoSER

As energy demand continues to outpace production,
it’s no wonder that India is aggressively pursuing the

country’s more than 50 Bbbl and 1.3 Tcm (47 Tcf) of
proven oil and gas reserves both onshore and offshore.

Companies such as state-run Oil and Natural Gas
Corp. (ONGC) and Gujarat State Petroleum Corp. Ltd.
(GSPC) along with Reliance Industries Ltd. and BP are
planning to spend billions in offshore hydrocarbon pur-
suits, tackling deepwater prospects, while others such as
Cairn India Ltd. are tapping EOR technology to improve
recovery rates at existing fields onshore.

But there is much ground to cover.
For the most part, India’s sedimentary basins are

largely unexplored. Yet not even the government’s launch
of a new exploration licensing policy about 15 years ago,
which established the auction framework to award li-
censes under production-sharing contracts, has sparked
a worldwide bidding frenzy despite the potential for
commercial discoveries.

“Participation by international players remains low, with
only 12% of the total acreage and about 7% of total con-
tracts awarded to foreign players to date,” Dilip Khanna, oil
and gas partner for EY India, told E&P. “is is due to the
following challenges faced in the past few years by interna-
tional E&P players: comparison of prospects in India rela-
tive to other countries, perception of slow and bureaucratic
decision-making, and disputes arising between the govern-
ment and operating companies on matters of cost recovery
and obtaining environmental and land clearances from
various government departments.”

e drop in crude oil prices could further slow invest-
ment from the private sector, while the blow to ONGC
and Oil India is soened by the government’s decision to
exempt the upstream companies from paying the fuel
subsidy with crude prices below $60/bbl.

“e new government in India is [aware] of these issues
and is taking positive steps to encourage foreign invest-
ments in India’s E&P sector,” Khanna added. “Some signifi-

cant changes include the new market-linked gas pricing
formula currently in force, the new revenue-sharing model
for upstream projects being considered, creation of the Na-
tional Data Repository for all upstream blocks and upcom-
ing bidding rounds for marginal fields and E&P blocks.”

In the meantime, the Indian government pushes a
Made in India initiative, which brought together ONGC
and Pan-IIT, a research consortium of seven premier In-
dian Institutes of Technology, in search of technologies
to enhance not only hydrocarbons but also alternative
energy sources. Research areas identified include geo-
science, reservoir characterization, enhanced oil and gas
production, and unconventional hydrocarbon explo-
ration as well as soware development, engineering so-
lutions and alternate energy resources.

is comes as oil and gas companies advance their
E&P plans.

On the fast track
ONGC Ltd. is moving ahead to develop the northern
part of the KG-DWN-98/2 deepwater block in the Bay
of Bengal using a cluster method.

“Considering the vast area for develop-
ment, ONGC is using [a] cluster approach
to bring oil and gas finds in Block KG-
DWN-98/2, or KG-D5, which sits next to
Reliance Industries’ KG-D6, to produc-
tion,” said Dharmendra Pradhan, India’s
petroleum and natural gas minister.

So far, the explorer has made 11 oil and
gas discoveries in the KG-DWN-98/2
Block, which spans 7,295 sq km (2,817 sq
miles) and is divided into the Northern
Discovery Area (NDA) and Southern Dis-
covery Area (SDA).

e company will initially take on the
development of 11 fields in the NDA of
KG-D5 along with a gas field in the adja-
cent Block-IG (PEL) under a three-clus-
ter plan, the minister said. e prospects,
identified aer two exploration phases,

are located in water depths ranging from 594 m to 1,283
m (1,949  to 4,209 ).

Pradhan also said the developer is aiming to produce
first gas from NDA fields by mid-2018 and first oil by
mid-2019.

“Parallel execution of a number of project activities is
in progress to ensure fast-track development of these
fields,” Pradhan added.

Development of the UD-1 gas discovery in SDA will
be taken up in the later stage. “Considering the water
depth [2,400 m to 3,200 m, or 7,874  to 10,499 ] and
the constrained techno-economic solutions, execution of
this [SDA] is presently not being pursued for develop-
ment,” he said. “Scouting for a suitable technology/solu-
tion for field development is in progress.”

A closer look at clusters
Considering many discoveries in the NDA are not inde-
pendently viable, ONGC is tying up the prospects in
clusters for development. It will develop 11 fields in the

offshore pursuits Gain speed in india
n Companies are planning to spend billions of dollars on offshore projects while also tapping technology for 
onshore fields as demand grows.

By RAVI PRASAd And VELdA AddISon

Vantage drilling’s Platinum Explorer drillship is working for onGC in

India. (Photo courtesy of Vantage drilling)

See iNDia continued on page 30



significant role to play in supplying the world with en-
ergy in the decades to come. Canada holds significant
resources and is the fifth largest producer of crude oil
and the 14th largest supplier of natural gas. In addition
to market opportunities for Western Canadian natural
gas, there also are plenty of opportunities on the east-
ern seaboard. There are currently three proposals for
LNG facilities in Nova Scotia, he noted, adding that the
province is uniquely positioned to provide the world
with LNG as it is closer to Europe and India than
British Columbia and the Gulf of Mexico. Newfound-
land and Labrador has four offshore fields producing
about 250,000 bbl/d, representing about 10% of
Canada’s crude oil production and 25% of the country’s
light crude output.  

Mexico has very vast and very diverse resources, ac-
cording to Dr. Edgar Rangel-German of CNH. In the
year since the country officially opened its oil and gas
resources to outside companies, there have been two
rounds, Zero and One, with the third call for bids under

Round One set to be announced next week for onshore
fields. With more than 100 Bbbl of resources, with 25
Bbbl to 27 Bbbl in deepwater and 25 Bbbl to 26 Bbbl in
conventional resources, offshore and on, there are op-
portunities for all sizes of companies in Mexico, he said.

Indonesia, with its more than 17,000 islands, is a
country that provides a unique set of opportunities
and challenges, according to Dr. Ir. I Gusti Nyoman
Wiratmaja of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Re-
sources in the Republic of Indonesia. A majority of
the area, about 60%, is ocean, making the need for
offshore technology development a must for his
country, he said. There are 314 working areas, 80 of
which are in production and maturing rapidly. The
country has proven natural gas reserves of 4.2 Tcm
(149 Tcf) and yet will need to begin importing LNG
in 2019 or 2020 if no new discoveries are made, ac-
cording to Wiratmaja. There is a need to move from
the western area, where 91% of discoveries have been
made, to the east, where only 9% of discoveries have
been made, he said. Development of natural gas in-
frastructure from the west to the east has been esti-

mated to cost $32 billion and $57 billion for crude oil.
The country is considered by most to be heaven on
earth, with the island of Bali making the perfect home
for OTC Asia, he suggested. n
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wealth of experience in the subsea industry,
the company has successfully trained more
than 6,000 professional engineers across its
multiple platforms and delivered courses in
more than 30 countries.

“Learning and development should not
be seen as extra costs but as vital elements
of project and business delivery,”
Matthew said. “Professional development
increases productivity, improves em-
ployee interaction and reduces staff
churn, all of which contribute to a posi-
tive impact on the bottom line, meaning
it should remain a key element of any
business’s strategy. “Businesses should see
this downturn as an opportunity to look
at the bigger business picture, take advan-
tage of cost-effective training solutions
and much-needed ‘time to learn’ while
the market has slowed, and ensure that
staff are at the top of their game to meet
the needs and demands of a challenging
market,” she added. n

Cost CuttiNG

continued from page 25

Buzios and Libra fields alone,” Braga said.
In the last five years, 36% of oil discov-

ered worldwide has been in Brazil,
amounting to some 22.9 Bbbl. And 63% of
deepwater discoveries made in the last five
years also were in Brazil. ere are no re-
strictions on oil exports from the country,
and more than 500,000 bbl/d were ex-
ported in 2014 by 17 companies as well as
Petrobras, which was responsible for 45%
of exports.

Braga also acknowledged that Brazilian oil
giant Petrobras is facing serious challenges
aer it was hit by a corruption scandal but
said it had the “full and unconditional” sup-
port of the government. n

brazil continued from page 1

hot spots continued from page 1

deputy Assistant Secretary Chandra Brown made the

case for the u.S. as an energy hot spot during Mon-

day’s Active Arena panel session.
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NDA and one in the adjacent Block IG in three clusters
by drilling 43 development and injection wells.

• Cluster 1, a gas cluster, comprises the D and E fields
of KG-DWN-98/2 and the G-4 Field in the adjacent
IG Block. e plan involves drilling eight wells in
the G4 Field, two wells in the D Field and one well
in the E Field.

e development wells will target hydrocarbon
prospects identified aer the two-phase exploration work
in these three fields. As per the declaration of commer-
ciality (DoC) report, a peak production rate of 14.5
MMcm/d (512 MMcf/d) is expected from this cluster
with a 15-year field life.

• Cluster 2A focuses on the A2, G2-P1, M3, M1
and G-2-2 fields in the NDA of KG-D5. The op-
erator plans to drill 14 oil wells and 10 water in-
jectors in this cluster, which is considered to be
a major oil prospect. According to the DoC, this
cluster is expected to produce about 31.5 MMmt
of oil in 15 years with a peak production rate of
91,000 bbl/d.

• Cluster 2B, a gas cluster, is a group of four fields—
R, U3, U1 and A1—in the NDA. e plan envisages
drilling eight free gas wells in these four fields. is
cluster is likely to produce 32.5 Bcm (1.1 Tcf) of gas
in 14 years with a peak production rate of 12.5
MMcm/d (441 MMcf/d), according to the DoC.

Dynamic modeling results suggest total gas produc-
tion from gas fields in the NDA along with the G-4 Field
of 84.41 Bcm (3 Tcf) with a peak gas rate of 33 MMcm/d
(1.2 Bcf/d) over a period of 15 years.

e NDA is estimated to have reserves of 121 MMtons
of oil in place and 78 Bcm (2.8 Tcf) of initial gas in place,
while the SDA holds 80.9 Bcm (2.9 Tcf) of initial gas in
place. Based on the geological and geophysical analysis,
the KG-D5 Block holds substantial upside potential of
about 265 MMmt.

ONGC is looking at hiring the spare gas transportation
facilities of the adjacent KG-OSN-2001/3 Block being de-
veloped by GSPC to bring the production from Cluster-
I. e cluster’s three fields are near the 23-km (14-mile),
20-in. subsea pipeline planned by GSPC to transport oil
and gas from its Deen Dayal Field in KG-OSN-2001/3 to
an onshore terminal at Mallavaram on Andhra coast.

Production from Cluster-2A and 2B, however, will
be transported through facilities that ONGC plans to
develop. The targeted 90,000 bbl/d of oil from Cluster-
2A will be transported to an FPSO vessel, and 12.5
MMcm/d of gas from Cluster-2B will be piped to an
onshore terminal at Odalarevu on Andhra coast via a

subsea pipeline. ONGC has awarded Technip a con-
tract to develop the onshore terminal at Odalarevu to
source oil and gas from KG-D5 and the neighboring
shallow-water VA and S1 fields.

Offshore push grows
With 56% of India’s proven reserves in offshore basins,
Khanna said that Indian companies have made substan-
tial investments offshore, pointing out gas exploration in
proven Mumbai Offshore and Krishna Godavari (KG)
offshore basins.

“ONGC announced plans to invest about $1 billion by
2017 in the redevelopment of Mumbai High, an offshore
oil and gas field on the West Coast. Further, RIL-BP,
ONGC and GSPC are slated to make major investments
(more than $5 billion) in the next three years in the KG
Basin,” Khanna added. “Given the proven prospectivity
of these regions, investments and further exploration are
expected to continue at a steady rate.”

e government also is encouraging investment in the
offshore Cauvery, Mahanadi and Kerela-Konkan basins,
Khanna continued, noting, “Prospectivity has been iden-
tified in these regions; however, foreign and private in-
vestment are required to drive further exploration and
proving up of reserves.”

ONGC and GSPC aren’t the only ones making strides
offshore.

Cairn India Ltd. highlighted offshore production
growth on Jan. 22, 2015, during a conference call on the
third-quarter financial results for the period ending Dec.
31, 2014. e company said it posted a 24% sequential
production growth, reaching 39,000 boe/d. Building on
the success of finds in the Ravva Basin, quarter notables
also included a new discovery in Block RE-6 that is es-
timated to have between 10 MMbbl and 15 MMbbl of
hydrocarbons in place. e company aims to produce
about 4,000 boe/d.

“Ravva continues to be an excellent example of good
reservoir management, too, with a world-class recovery
rate of 48% achieved [in first-quarter 2015]. Gross daily
production of about 28,000 barrels equivalent in the
third quarter has been aided by eight infill wells drilled
this fiscal [quarter],” Cairn CEO Mayank Ashar said in
Cairn’s online transcript of the call.

In addition, optimization initiatives in Cambay helped
lead to production growth of 10% year-on-year on a
nine-month basis.

“Gross daily production of over 11,000 barrels equiv-
alent was higher this quarter largely on account of suc-
cessful ramp-up [of] post-well surveys. For the next
quarter, a coiled tubing campaign has been planned,”
Ashar said. “is could impact volumes in the period but

would aid production growth in subsequent quarters.
Our recent success in Ravva and Cambay both point to-
ward our constant endeavor to maximize value for share-
holders through continued efforts.”

EOR efforts continue
While developments move forward offshore, operators
also are progressing with the development of onshore
fields. Cairn said it continues to focus on its core Man-
gala, Bhagyam and Aishwariya (MBA) reservoirs,
which have 2.2 Bbbl of discovered hydrocarbons in
place, concentrating on “infrastructure creation and
prudent reservoir management in both waterflood and
EOR implementation.”

“Over 90% of our production volumes are from core
fields of MBA, Ravva and Cambay. ese fields are re-
silient to volatility in oil prices due to their low operating
cost and high margin,” Ashar said. “In addition, we have
a rich set of optionalities for growth in the areas of explo-
ration, satellite fields, Barmer Hill and the gas business.”

Ashar later spoke about the combination of good ge-
ology, technology adoption skills and growth options
that uniquely position the company. The Mangala EOR
project is among the examples of how the company is
using technology to grow production. At the end of Oc-
tober 2014, Cairn marked the tie-up of three major
projects—the first polymer injection at Mangala, which
the company said is one of the largest polymer floods
in the world.

“The Mangala EOR full ramp-up is progressing well;
the commissioning of critical packages is in advanced
stages of completion. High-performance rigs continue
to drill additional EOR wells,” the company said in a
statement. “After positive water cut and oil trends ob-
served in the Mangala ASP pilot, we have progressed to
testing of potential oilfield chemicals. We would be
concluding the pilot within fourth-quarter fiscal year
2015 as planned.

“First injection of polymer at the field and full field
ramp-up are underway to enhance recovery rates by 7%
to 10%,” the company added. “We expect it would take
about six months for the production to see the impact.”

e Mangala EOR project is one of several in which
Cairn is using technology to improve its understanding
of geology and improve capital efficiency as the industry
continues to endure a downturn marked by low oil
prices, too much supply and too little demand.

Reflecting on previous downturns and companies’ re-
silience in capital allocation, cost control and using em-
ployees’ creative capability, Ashar said, “My learning has
been that there are always opportunities for good com-
panies with good assets, and Cairn is no different.”  n
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that companies face in a low-price environment. ese in-
clude cost reductions, reduced access to capital, portfolio
optimization, people and strategy reviews. “Every time we
have the price going down, it’s the moment to review the
things that were attractive when prices were high,” he said.
“e focus shis to value creation from volume.”

He added that Pemex has had to overhaul its manage-
ment model to prepare for competition with foreign
firms amid adverse market conditions. But there are op-
portunities as well.

“Low prices create the opportunity to speed this up,”
he said.

In fact, he added that Pemex, which is a company of
more than 100,000 employees, was able to review its
portfolio and respond to Round 0 within 90 days,
something that ordinarily might have taken two or
three years. And it was rewarded with 99.5% of the as-
sets it requested. 

“Pemex needs to be an agile NOC [national oil com-
pany] to compete,” he said.

Paula Gant, deputy assistant secretary for the Office of Oil
and Natural Gas in the U.S. Department of Energy, spoke
next about how her organization does the necessary R&D
to help policymakers enact reasonable laws. She said her of-
fice works closely with ministers in Canada and Mexico to
maximize regional cooperation and build global leadership.

“e psyche in the U.S. is changing, from one of short-
age to one of abundance,” she said. “And we continue to
exceed our expectations.”

Due to “technological advances and innovative prac-
tices,” she said that the top producing natural gas well in

the U.S. in 2004 produced 141.6
MMcm/d (5 Bcf/d). As of Janu-
ary 2015, a well in the Marcellus
was producing 849.5 MMcm/d
(30 Bcf/d). “is means security
for our country,” she said.

It also has created 12.1 million
jobs over the past 61 months.

David Ramsay, minister of en-
ergy for the Northwest Territories
(NWT), Canada, addressed the
vast untapped potential in his ter-
ritory and the opportunities it af-
fords. e Mackenzie River
snakes through the NWT. It is the
longest and largest river system in
Canada and is second only to the
Mississippi in North America.
e government is building a
highway along this route to get
production to market, he said.

“What we lack in population
we make up for in economic po-

tential,” Ramsay said. He estimates the NWT has 3 Bbbl
to 5 Bbbl in onshore resources. Offshore, he said, the Beau-
fort Sea has the potential to rival the Gulf of Mexico for
resources. “e Arctic offers one of the best new and stable
sources of energy,” he said. n
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reservoir across the well’s five multilateral legs. Accord-
ing to the operator’s estimate, using the AutoTrak system
in this and other wells in the field with similar challenges
increased the value of Troll by more than $6 billion.

Improving efficiency
With the introduction of the AutoTrak system, the techni-
cal limit for extended-reach well efficiency was redefined
over and over. In Russia, for example, an AutoTrak eXtreme
system was used to drill what was, at the time, the world’s
longest extended-reach well at more than 11,000 m (36,000
) MD. e well was drilled in only 61 days, more than 15
days ahead of schedule and below the operator’s expected
cost, with no safety or environmental incidents. 

Lowering opex
e first RSS tools were designed for high-dollar offshore
applications or the most challenging well profiles, and
they delivered. But they did not deliver on flexibility. e
variety of RSS tools means operators can select the sys-
tem they need to minimize opex and maximize return
on investment, regardless of application.

Recently, an operator in the Utica Formation of the
Appalachian Basin contacted Baker Hughes to drill a
horizontal well with a 10-degree/30-m DLS in the curve
section. e operator required a target change at 70 de-
grees of inclination in the curve section. Using the Au-
toTrak Curve system, the operator drilled the curve and
lateral in one run and with zero nonproductive time, a
17.6-degree/30-m buildup rate (BUR) and 16-m/hr (52-
/hr) ROP. e curve was landed in two rig days, and the

2,156-m (6,458-) interval was completed more than five
days ahead of schedule.

Continuing the evolution
e newest-generation AutoTrak RSS is the AutoTrak eXact
high-build RSS. With this system, operators are able to max-
imize reservoir exposure by exposing more of the reservoir
quicker, kicking off deeper into the well with a BUR of up to
10 degrees/30 m. Once in the reservoir, the system’s advanced
LWD sensors helps detect, measure and visualize bed bound-
aries, oil/water contact zones and pay zones in real time before
they can be seen with conventional sensors. Other benefits
include improved operational efficiency and reduced risk. 

What began as a revolution continues as an evolution,
and as the evolution continues, so will the benefits to op-
erators and to the industry.  n
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to prove to be mutually exclusive. Political risk often
compounds the challenges of local content require-
ments, with issues such as unstable fiscal regimes,
changes of government and regional conflict present
in a number of upstream environments worldwide. 

ere is also upside potential, if the supply chain can
deliver at an acceptable price and if the operators are
willing to move ahead. DW is tracking more than 160
FPS deployment opportunities and has taken a realistic
appraisal of these projects to arrive at a forecast of 110
installations. Ultimately, FPS units are likely to remain
the only option for deepwater oil developments for the
foreseeable future and an attractive proposition for mar-
ginal and remote fields. Given the increasing reliance
upon reserves in these areas, DW has confidence in the
long-term proposition of the FPS sector, despite the cur-
rent risks and disruptions that are evident. 

To view the report, visit marketreports. douglas-west-
wood.com/report/oil-and-gas/world-floating-production-
market-forecast-2015-2019.  n

carbon steel, which can be lined per operator speci-
fications, to high-grade alloys, such as duplex stain-
less steel and titanium.

In 2014, the benefits of the EPCON Dual CFU
technology were verified in a field trial on an instal-
lation in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea.
The customized system significantly improved
water treatment and enhanced separation. In this
case, Statoil improved separation of the oil from
produced water while minimizing the environmen-
tal footprint and maintaining high flow capacity.
Implementation of the technology facilitated small
oil droplets to coalesce and form into larger masses
that were removed along with the flotation gas bub-
bles with minimal maintenance and optimal up-
time. The technology delivered separation rates 27%
higher and with half the footprint than with con-
ventional CPU technologies.

For more information, visit booth 4541.  n

Marine Engineering was awarded the FEED work. 
In Tanzania, Statoil’s Tangawizi and Zafarani

prospects in Block 2 could account for nearly all of the
country’s ultradeepwater development capex. e dis-
coveries in Block 2, which also include the Piri, Gilig-
iliani, Mronge, Lavani Main, Lavani Deep and
Mdalasini prospects, have about 623 Bcm (22 Tcf) of
in-place volumes and might be used to supply an on-
shore LNG export project. Toward the end of the fore-
cast, BG Group could start developing its Mzia
prospect in Block 1, which also might support an on-
shore LNG development; however, the field is unlikely
to come onstream during the current forecast period.

e African ultradeepwater market will continue
to grow, with West Africa being the mainstay of ac-
tivity. Emerging activity within East Africa will have
a positive impact on the region, bolstering its ultra-
deepwater development potential. 

For more information, visit booth 8839.  n
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in the GoM for Walter Oil & Gas Corp.
e Ceona Amazon will be deployed on the Coelacanth export pipelines project,

with the scope of work involving the vessel laying both an oil and gas export line
that totals more than 36 km (22.5 miles) in length. 

two New hD roVs 

Contracted for GoM Vessel

Bibby Subsea, Bibby Offshore’s Houston-based division, has commissioned two
high-definition (HD) workclass ROVs designed by FMC Technologies’ Schilling
Robotics. Capable of operating at depths of up to 3,000 m (9,843 ), these un-
derwater vehicles will be working in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) on Bibby Subsea’s
new U.S. Flagged Jones Act compliant vessel, the Brandon Bordelon. e HD
ROVs are scheduled for delivery in second-quarter 2015. 

e purpose-built, high-specification vessel provides a versatile and cost-effec-
tive approach to a variety of operations, including inspection, maintenance and
repair; light construction; and survey and inspection work. 

FMC technologies signs production alliance agreement

with hayward tyler

FMC Technologies and Hayward Tyler Group, a manufacturer of motors and
pumps for the oil and gas market, have entered into a production alliance agree-
ment for the commercial manufacture of permanent magnet motors for use in
FMC Technologies’ subsea pump systems.

e alliance with Hayward Tyler signifies the next logical step in the commer-
cialization of FMC Technologies’ recently qualified 3.2-MW subsea motor and
other similar products.  

Hayward Tyler is undertaking a major expansion of its main manufacturing
facility in Luton, England, which will allow the company to be certified as “fit for
nuclear” as well as double production capacity at this plant.

“Hayward Tyler views the offshore oil and gas market as being of long-term
strategic importance to the group and considers this agreement to be a key cor-
nerstone, given the sector’s needs for more reliable and efficient well extraction,”
said Ewan Lloyd-Baker, CEO of Hayward Tyler. n
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